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ABSTRACT
We use the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) and the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey (SDSS) to confirm a connection between dust-obscured active galactic nuclei (AGNs)
and galaxy merging. Using a new, volume-limited (z ≤ 0.08) catalog of visually-selected
major mergers and galaxy-galaxy interactions from the SDSS, with stellar masses above
2× 1010 M, we find that major mergers (interactions) are 5–17 (3–5) times more likely to
have red [3.4]− [4.6] colors associated with dust-obscured or ‘dusty’ AGNs, compared to non-
merging galaxies with similar masses. Using published fiber spectral diagnostics, we map the
[3.4]− [4.6] versus [4.6]− [12] colors of different emission-line galaxies and find one-quarter
of Seyferts have colors indicative of a dusty AGN. We find that AGNs are five times more
likely to be obscured when hosted by a merging galaxy, half of AGNs hosted by a merger
are dusty, and we find no enhanced frequency of optical AGNs in merging over non-merging
galaxies. We conclude that undetected AGNs missed at shorter wavelengths are at the heart
of the ongoing AGN-merger connection debate. The vast majority of mergers hosting dusty
AGNs are star-forming and located at the centers of Mhalo < 1013 M groups. Assuming plau-
sibly short duration dusty-AGN phases, we speculate that a large fraction of gas-rich mergers
experience a brief obscured AGN phase, in agreement with the strong connection between
central star formation and black hole growth seen in merger simulations.
Key words: merger – interaction – AGN – WISE – infrared.
1 INTRODUCTION
A connection between major galaxy mergers and active galactic nu-
clei (AGNs) remains a debate in galaxy evolution research. In sim-
ulations, major encounters between similar mass (typically ≤4:1
mass ratio), gas-rich galaxies are predicted to drive gas to the cen-
ters of interacting and merging systems triggering new star for-
mation (SF) and fueling an AGN (Volonteri et al. 2003; Hopkins
et al. 2008; Di Matteo et al. 2005; Springel et al. 2005; Debuhr
et al. 2011). Many observational studies support the correlation be-
tween AGNs and merging systems (Karouzos et al. 2010; Treister
et al. 2012; Cotini et al. 2013; Ellison et al. 2013; Nazaryan et al.
2014; Satyapal et al. 2014; Rosario et al. 2015). However, other
researchers, particularly those working at shorter wavelengths, do
not find such a connection (Cisternas et al. 2011; Kocevski et al.
2012; Fan et al. 2014; Scott & Kaviraj 2014; Villforth et al. 2014).
One possible reason for this debate is dust obscuration caused by
? E-mail: mew9bc@mail.umkc.edu
SF in the center of some merging systems (Goulding & Alexander
2009), indicating that longer wavelengths, such as the infrared, may
be able to provide a better understanding of the AGN-merger con-
nection. In this study, we perform a simple test of whether or not
highly disturbed galaxies and major pairs with indicators of tidal
activity have an excess obscured-AGN frequency.
In the larger context of galaxy evolution, there are many com-
pelling reasons to expect a connection between major gas-rich
mergers and supermassive black hole (SMBH) growth. The hier-
archical assembly of massive structures is a key feature of ΛCDM
cosmology (White & Rees 1978). The growth of large-scale struc-
tures is predicted to drive galaxy mergers (Kauffmann et al. 1993;
Baugh et al. 1996; Cole et al. 2000), which in turn have long been
tied to the formation of galactic bulges and spheroidal galaxies
(Lake & Dressler 1986; Shier & Fischer 1998; Rothberg & Joseph
2006). The masses of galaxy spheroids are strongly correlated with
the masses of their SMBHs (Magorrian et al. 1998). Moreover,
massive, bulge-dominated galaxies are predominantly passive and
old (Kauffmann et al. 2003), requiring one or more processes to
c© 2016 The Authors
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shut down star production and maintain SF quenching. An oft-cited
theoretical quenching process is AGN feedback (Schawinski et al.
2007; Di Matteo et al. 2008; Kaviraj et al. 2011), which is the re-
lease of energy from black hole accretion, either through gas out-
flows (Granato et al. 2004), often associated with gas-rich mergers
(Di Matteo et al. 2005; Springel et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. 2006),
or heating of the interstellar medium (Hopkins & Elvis 2010). Such
feedback is especially important if gas-rich mergers trigger new
strong SF activity as simulations predict (Kauffmann & Haehnelt
2000; Di Matteo et al. 2005; Springel et al. 2005; Hopkins et al.
2008; Cox et al. 2008).
All of the above has been neatly folded into the modern
merger hypothesis and nicely summarized by Hopkins et al. (2008).
Briefly, Hopkins et al. (2008) produced the following gas-rich
major-merger model, in which quasar activity from z = 0 – 6 was
accurately reproduced through the merger process. First, two equal
stellar mass, gas-rich galaxies pass one another, causing morpho-
logical disturbances, such as tidal tails, and causing a small rise in
SF (interacting phase). As the galaxies are gravitationally pulled
back into one another, the gravitational torques cause gas inflows
into the nucleus, triggering both SF and black hole growth (Barnes
& Hernquist 1991; Mihos & Hernquist 1996), with the rates of both
limited by the amount of gas in the merger (ongoing merger phase,
Kennicutt 1998). As the gas supply is used by SF and black hole
accretion in this coalescence, it will shroud the center of the merger
with large obscuring columns of dust. When the gas supply is ter-
minated 107 − 108 years later (Hopkins et al. 2008), the system
will enter a brief unobscured quasar phase (Storchi-Bergmann et al.
2001; Schawinski et al. 2009), lasting 10 - 100 Myr (Martı´nez-
Sansigre & Taylor 2009). This will be followed by a halt in the
black hole accretion, leaving behind a decaying galaxy. Over time,
the merger remnant will evolve into a spheroid or, if the gas content
in the surrounding halo is still high enough for SF, a spheroidal disk
(Barnes 2002; Springel & Hernquist 2005; Hopkins et al. 2009).
The connection to AGN activity predicted by simulations is
supported by many studies that find high incidences of tidal fea-
tures associated with AGNs (Treister et al. 2012; Cotini et al. 2013;
Ellison et al. 2013; Satyapal et al. 2014; Rosario et al. 2015), in-
cluding Karouzos et al. (2010), who found that nearly 30% of ac-
tive galaxies showed signs of an interaction or merger in the optical
and infrared. Nazaryan et al. (2014) performed an optical study of
180 Markarian galaxy pairs and found that ongoing mergers are
7 times more likely to contain an AGN than interacting pairs. In
addition, AGN activity increased with decreasing pair separation.
Treister et al. (2012) found that the AGN-merger connection has
a luminosity dependence, such that mergers overall made up only
10% of their AGN sample, but increased to∼ 70 - 80% for the most
luminous AGNs (Lbol > 46 erg/s). Satyapal et al. (2014) used a
Wide-Field Survey Explorer (WISE) color-color cut to find that 9%
of post-mergers and 1% of close projected pairs at redshift z < 0.2
are obscured AGNs. Their control population in the same redshift
range was found to be only 0.5% obscured AGNs, suggesting that
optically obscured AGNs are more prevalent in merging systems.
This connection is further supported by the work of Kocevski et al.
(2015), who used X-ray spectral analysis to select Compton-thick
AGNs with z < 1.5 and found that obscured AGNs are three times
more likely to display merger or interaction signatures compared to
unobscured AGNs. In this work, we aim to replicate the Satyapal
et al. (2014) study to lend support to the dusty AGN-merger con-
nection, as well as add valuable information about the properties of
dusty AGN-mergers.
While simulations and many observational studies find a link
between merging systems and AGNs, the topic is still a debate.
Many studies, especially those in the X-ray regime, do not find
a correlation between mergers and AGN activity (Cisternas et al.
2011; Kocevski et al. 2012; Bo¨hm et al. 2013; Fan et al. 2014; Scott
& Kaviraj 2014; Villforth et al. 2014). Villforth et al. (2014) stud-
ied the morphologies of 60 X-ray AGNs at 0.5 < z < 0.8 and found
that, compared to a simulated control, AGN host galaxies showed
no increase in asymmetries or disturbances. Their sample showed a
maximum of 6% of AGNs were related to a major merger. In stark
contrast to the simulation-predicted AGN-merger connection, Scott
& Kaviraj (2014) used optical data to analyze the Seyfert fraction as
a function of pair separation in an interacting sample. They found
a decrease in Seyferts as pair separation dropped, indicating a drop
in AGN activity as interactions begin to merge. The majority of
connection-lacking studies in the X-ray and optical regimes all suf-
fer from one important implication of the simulation: they can miss
AGNs due to dust obscuration caused by SF in the nucleus.
The relationship between SF and interacting systems is a
well-documented phenomenon (Kennicutt et al. 1987; Barton et al.
2000; Lambas et al. 2003; Alonso et al. 2004; Ellison et al. 2008,
2011). The tidal forces in the interaction funnel cold gas to the cen-
ter of the merging system, which collapses into stellar nurseries.
SF has been found to increase with decreasing pair separations in
interacting pairs with dsep ≤ 150 kpc (Patton et al. 2013). Dust is
produced in stellar nurseries and distributed through the interstellar
medium via two mechanisms: AGB stars and supernovae (Clemens
et al. 2013). As these methods would imply, the SF rate in galax-
ies correlates to cold dust mass; the more SF, the more dust in the
galaxy. A large portion of a galaxy’s bolometric luminosity can
be absorbed by this dust and re-emitted in the infrared (Kennicutt
1998; Treister et al. 2010).
The addition of dust from SF in a merging system can make
AGNs hard to detect. As the simulations predict (Springel et al.
2005; Hopkins et al. 2006, 2008; Debuhr et al. 2011), SF occur-
ring in the center of a merging galaxy may also produce large ob-
scuring columns, which limit the detection of the AGN. Because
of this obscuration, shorter wavelength regimes can be ineffective
at isolating obscured AGNs (Treister et al. 2010; Goulding et al.
2011), which would be the AGN type most likely to occur in the
major merger model (Hopkins et al. 2008). Optical spectroscopic
surveys can miss as much as half of the AGN population due to
obscuration, particularly that caused by dust from SF (Goulding
& Alexander 2009). Below 10 keV, the X-ray regime can also be
affected by dust obscuration (Treister et al. 2010; Kocevski et al.
2015). Koss et al. (2010) use the SWIFT BAT AGN survey (hard
X-rays; 14–195 keV) and do find an AGN-merger connection, ver-
ifying that soft X-rays might not be adequate for obscured AGN
selection in mergers. The likelihood of dust obscuration from in-
creased SF in merging and interacting systems leads to the use of
the infrared wavelength regime to isolate AGNs, as countless other
studies have done (Stern et al. 2005; Goulding & Alexander 2009;
Jarrett et al. 2011; Stern et al. 2012; Assef et al. 2013; Yan et al.
2013). While the infrared regime has drawbacks of its own (see
§5.5), it will allow us to isolate a subpopulation of dusty AGNs
(Cardamone et al. 2008). Following work by Satyapal et al. (2014),
we search for obscured AGNs in a complete sample of visually se-
lected major mergers and interactions from the SDSS, using near-
and mid-infrared data from WISE (Wright et al. 2010). WISE pro-
vides all-sky coverage at wavelengths between 3 and 22 microns
with sensitivities better than IRAS and DIRBE, making it the best
database to look for obscured AGNs in SDSS galaxies.
Using the infrared in this study allows us to quantify the inci-
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dence of dusty AGNs in merging and interacting systems. Using a
sample of interacting pairs and ongoing mergers visually selected
from a large parent catalog of ∼ 65,000 Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey (SDSS) galaxies, combined with mid-infrared colors from the
WISE All-Sky survey, we isolate a population of dusty AGNs and
compare their relative frequency to that of a control sample. We find
strong evidence in support of the AGN-merger connection. We also
analyze the properties of the infrared-selected AGNs to identify any
unique trends. In addition, we discuss the AGN-merger connection
for both optical and infrared selection to emphasize the dusty AGN-
merger connection. In §2, we describe our sample of merging and
interacting galaxies. In §3, we show our analysis and highlight the
results of different WISE color-color methods to select AGNs. We
give a summary of WISE AGN properties for our interacting and
merging sample in §4. We provide an overall summary of our re-
sults and how they compare to literature in §5 and §6. Throughout
this paper, we assume aΛCDM cosmological model withΩm = 0.3,
ΩΛ = 0.7, and a Hubble constant of H0 = 70 km s−1Mpc−1.
2 SAMPLE & DATA
If major mergers and galaxy-galaxy interactions produce high lev-
els of central obscuration, it may be difficult to detect the pres-
ence of an AGN at shorter wavelengths. As described in the In-
troduction, Satyapal et al. (2014) tested this scenario using data
from WISE (Wright et al. 2010) applied to a sample of spectro-
scopic galaxy-galaxy pairs and Galaxy Zoo post-mergers selected
from the SDSS. To further test this idea, we likewise use WISE to
identify obscured AGNs and focus on their connection to galaxies
with visible signs of ongoing merging activity selected from a com-
plete catalog of over 60,000 high-mass, low-redshift galaxies in the
SDSS. By limiting our selection to z≤ 0.08 galaxies for which we
can robustly detect tidal features, our samples of major mergers and
interactions are complementary to the Galaxy Zoo merging sample
of Darg et al. (2010). Moreover, our study is complementary to the
analysis of Satyapal et al. (2014) in that we focus on active mergers
as opposed to post-mergers, and close pairs identified by tidal dis-
tortions rather than by velocity differences. Here, we describe our
sample selection methodology and provide details about the SDSS
and WISE data we employ in our analysis. We note that all WISE
magnitudes and colors are in the Vega system, while SDSS pho-
tometry is in AB mags.
2.1 Major Mergers & Interactions from the SDSS
We analyze two separate subpopulations: (1) major mergers con-
sisting of individual isolated galaxies in the last throes of merging,
with very disturbed morphologies and sometimes double nuclei,
often referred to as “train wrecks”; and (2) major interactions be-
tween two galaxies with a mass ratio ≤4:1 and signs of tidal dis-
turbances commonly associated with merging. The critical differ-
ence between these two subpopulations is whether or not the sys-
tem clearly involves two distinct galaxies (interacting), as opposed
to a single object or a poorly resolved pair (actively merging or
coalescing).
Despite its inherent subjectivity, the visual identification of
such dynamical encounters remains the most robust method, es-
pecially for systems involving gas and disks that produce long tidal
tails, connecting bridges of material between a pair, loops, warps
and other strong asymmetries. Indeed, comparisons of classifica-
tion methods show that visual classification remains the gold stan-
dard for validating quantitative methods for identifying galaxy in-
teractions and mergers (e.g., Conselice 2003; Lotz et al. 2004).
Owing to the variety, strength and time dependence of tidal dis-
tortions and asymmetries associated with major galaxy interac-
tions, we elect the coarse merger and interaction classifications de-
scribed above to minimize subjectivity and perform a simple test of
whether or not highly disturbed and/or major pairs with indications
of tidal activity have an excess obscured AGN frequency. We note
that other studies, such as Veilleux et al. (2002), have attempted
more detailed classification systems to identify a larger number
(five in their case) of distinct interaction and merger stages in a
much smaller sample of rare, low-redshift ultraluminous infrared
galaxies (ULIRGs). To maximize the statistical signal of obscured
AGN frequency among our subpopulations we decide against sub-
dividing our samples further.
To identify a statistical sample of major mergers and galaxy-
galaxy interactions, we visually inspect images of all 63,454 SDSS
DR4 (Adelman-McCarthy & et al. 2006) galaxies from the stel-
lar mass-limited and volume-limited catalog of McIntosh et al.
(2014). This parent sample contains galaxies with stellar masses
Mstar > 2×1010 M and redshifts 0.01 < z≤ 0.08 taken from the
New York University Value-Added Galaxy Catalog (NYU-VAGC,
Blanton et al. 2005) reprocessing of the SDSS DR4 Main galaxy
sample (Strauss et al. 2002) selection of spectroscopic targets with
r ≤ 17.77 mag. Stellar masses for this catalog were calculated us-
ing stellar mass-to-light ratios from Bell et al. (2003) applied to
SDSS Petrosian magnitudes and (g− r) colors, as described in de-
tail in McIntosh et al. (2014). In what follows, we describe our vi-
sual identification scheme, discuss spectroscopic redshift complete-
ness of galaxy-galaxy pairs, and summarize our final selections of
major mergers and interactions.
2.1.1 Visual Identification Scheme
We use the SDSS Image List Tool1 to visually examine a square
(143 kpc on a side)2 image centered on each galaxy. This win-
dow allows the identification of isolated mergers and possible ma-
jor interacting companions with r-band magnitude differences of
|∆r| ≤ 1.5 (a proxy for stellar mass ratio≤4:1 under the assumption
of a constant stellar mass-to-light ratio), and at large projected sepa-
rations comparable to other pair studies; e.g., Satyapal et al. (2014)
used dsep ≤ 80 kpc. Although more time-consuming, this method
ensures that we identify all plausible major interaction candidates,
including those that would be missed using relative velocity crite-
ria owing to the large spectroscopic incompleteness of SDSS pairs
(see § 2.1.2). McIntosh et al. (2014) found that the identification of
faint tidal features in the SDSS gri-combined color images at fixed
sensitivity scaling is fairly robust for the masses and redshifts we
probe. Each galaxy was independently inspected by D.H.M. plus
three students (A.C., A.M., J.M.) and assigned one of the follow-
ing three types:
• Interacting= galaxy involved in a clear major interaction with
a companion based on either (a) both galaxies in a pair show ob-
vious tidal signatures such as tails, bridges, strong asymmetries
like warped disks in spiral-spiral (Sp-Sp) interactions, or off-center
isophotes in early-type (E-E) interactions; or (b) in the case of
‘mixed’ (E-Sp) interactions, the disk galaxy exhibits strong tidal
1 http://cas.sdss.org/astro/en/tools/chart/list.asp
2 Corresponds to 100 kpc if H0 = 100 km s−1Mpc−1.
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distortions that can be attributed to its near proximity to a dense E
companion. This type is similar to the Veilleux et al. (2002) stage
III classification.
• Possibly interacting = galaxy involved in a plausible interac-
tion with a major companion based on more subtle features that
depend on pair distinction as follows: (Sp-Sp) either both galaxies
show weak signs of interaction, or one galaxy exhibits clear tidal
signatures but its major companion appears undisturbed; (E-Sp) a
weakly asymmetric disk and an undisturbed early-type galaxy; and
(E-E) the nuclei of each galaxy overlaps the outer stellar envelope
of its companion. This type is similar to either stage I or II of the
Veilleux et al. (2002) system.
• Merger = an individual object with strongly-disturbed global
morphology consistent with the coalescing, yet still unsettled, final
phase of merging two galaxies. Common features include large-
scale asymmetries extending from the core outwards, double nu-
clei, multiple asymmetric dust lanes, and multiple tidal tails or
loops. This type is closely aligned with the Veilleux et al. (2002)
stage IV classification or in cases of double nuclei the close binary
subclass of stage III.
The visual classifications netted a total of 3533 galaxies (5.6%
of sample) with merger (468) or either major interaction (3065) sig-
natures identified by at least one classifier. An expert (D.H.M.) re-
examined this sample, blind to the initial set of classifications, and
reclassified 22% of interaction candidates as non-interacting; i.e.,
belonging to a null pair. Any galaxies with a minor (|∆r| > 1.5)
nearby companion that may be responsible for observed tidal dis-
turbances were excluded from the interacting subset and included
in the possibly interacting selection. We distinguish pairs of inter-
acting galaxies with small projected separations from mergers with
double nuclei by requiring that both galaxies in a close pair be read-
ily resolved as distinct object detections by the SDSS pipeline. The
pipeline is known to have systematic magnitude errors for pairs
with very close separations (< 3 arcsec, Masjedi et al. 2006); there-
fore, pairs with smaller separations were moved from the merger to
the clear interaction sample. After matching all galaxies to their
major companion, we achieve a sample of 1908 unique pairs: 400
clear interactions based on high classifier agreement (minimum of
three out of four; one must be D.H.M.), 1075 possible interactions
with lower agreement, and 433 null pairs. In Figure 1, we present
examples of the three types of visually classified pairs. We describe
our refined sample of mergers in § 2.1.3.
2.1.2 Redshift Completeness of Small-Separation Major Pairs
and Interaction Identification Validation
We find a high degree of spectroscopic incompleteness in the SDSS
when selecting close pairs of galaxies (see also, McIntosh et al.
2008). The SDSS spectroscopy has 92% overall completeness for
Main sample targets that is independent of galaxy luminosity. The
primary source of incompleteness results from the 55′′ minimum
separation for fiber placement (i.e., “fiber collisions”) in the me-
chanical spectrograph (Blanton et al. 2003). The fiber collisions are
known to cause slight biases in regions of high galaxy number den-
sity (Hogg et al. 2004), such as in massive groups and clusters. The
issue is more severe for galaxies in close pairs. The vast majority
(91%) of the 1908 major pairs that we study are comprised of two
galaxies meeting Main target criteria of r ≤ 17.77 mag, yet, only
two-thirds have a spectrum. We explore the dependence of SDSS
spectroscopic completeness with projected separation for the full
set of visually classified pairs in Figure 2. We divide the pairs into
Table 1. The percentages of different visual pair types (Col. 1) that have
small (Col. 2) and large (Col. 3) velocity separations. Values are calculated
for the subset of 871 major pairs with dual spectroscopic redshift informa-
tion.
Pair Type ∆v≤ 500 km s−1 ∆v > 1000 km s−1
(1) (2) (3)
Interaction 92.6% 2.3%
Possible Interaction 78.6% 15.5%
Null 56.7% 32.6%
subsets with two, one and zero SDSS redshifts. We find that the
two-redshift completeness for pairs decreases steadily from∼ 90%
at angular separations of θ = 80′′ to below 40% for θ < 15′′. Over-
all, only 646 (33.9%) of the 1908 major pairs have SDSS redshifts
for both galaxies, thus, a simple selection of close spectroscopic
pairs for identifying interactions from the SDSS would be signifi-
cantly incomplete.
To improve spectroscopic completeness of the interaction
samples and to better test the validity of our visual identification
of these systems, we include 47 additional spectroscopic redshifts
compiled in Yang et al. (2007) from the Colless & et al. (2dF, 2001),
Saunders et al. (PSCz, 2000), and de Vaucouleurs et al. (RC3,
1991). Moreover, a comprehensive search of the NASA/IPAC Ex-
tragalactic Database (NED) netted 201 additional spectroscopic
redshifts. This improves the number of pairs with two redshifts to
871 (45.6%), while 969 pairs have only one and 68 have no redshift
information.
Since our visual classifications are blind to redshift con-
straints, we test the reliability of our identification of interacting
galaxies using the updated subset of 871 pairs with two redshifts
(i.e., spectroscopically complete). In Table 1, we give the per-
centages for the three pair types that have ∆v ≤ 500 km s−1 and
∆v > 1000 km s−1. We see that clear and possible interactions have
a small tail of large velocity outliers that are clearly not physical
pairs. These results demonstrate that clear visual interaction cues
correspond to close physical pairs (in redshift space) with high
confidence, while null interaction signatures often correspond to
clearly unphysical pairs with large radial velocity separations. We
speculate that the null pairs with small ∆v may be flybys or may be
beginning to interact, but have not yet experienced the initial first
close pass which produces clear tidal distortions.
2.1.3 Refined Samples
We construct a refined sample of interactions (clear and possi-
ble) from the 1908 major pairs described above. We remove null
pairs, dual spectroscopic pairs with ∆v > 1000 km s−1, and a hand-
ful of pairs with dsep > 100 kpc (97% of the interaction sample
has dsep < 71.4 kpc.). For interactions that lack spectroscopic red-
shifts for one galaxy, we assume both galaxies are at the same
physical distance, adopt the known redshift and recompute Mstar
as described McIntosh et al. (2014). We further refine our inter-
action sample by eliminating pairs with actual stellar mass ratios
Mstar,1/Mstar,2 > 4, where Mstar,1 is the stellar mass of the pri-
mary and most massive galaxy in the pair. For the small subset
of interactions with no spectroscopic redshift information for ei-
ther galaxy, we use the Yang et al. (2007) estimates based on the
nearest neighbor redshift. For completeness, this subset is included
in the refined interaction sample; hereafter, we omit these systems
from our analyses. In Figure 3 (left panel), we show that the visu-
MNRAS 000, 1–25 (2016)
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Figure 1. Examples of visual classifications of major galaxy-galaxy pairs from left to right: clear interaction (first two columns), possible interactions (middle
two columns), and null or non-interacting (far right column). Each column contains images from six ∆z= 0.01 redshift bins between 0.02 < z≤ 0.08, selected
from the subset of pairs with spectroscopic redshift information for the primary (Mstar,1 > Mstar,2) galaxy centered in each image. The examples are selected
near the 25% and 75%-tile of the mass distribution for each redshift bin; nulls are selected randomly. All images are fixed physical size (85 kpc × 85 kpc)
cutouts of gri-combined color images with fixed sensitivity scaling downloaded from the SDSS Image List Tool. Each image includes the primary galaxy
identification number (from the DR4 NYU-VAGC, Blanton et al. 2005), SDSS spectroscopic redshift (lower left), and (g−r)-derived stellar mass (lower right,
log10(M) units).
ally selected interactions sample the full range of major mass ra-
tios (1 ≤Mstar,1/Mstar,2 ≤ 4) at all primary galaxy masses that we
probe. We tabulate coordinates, masses and spectroscopic redshift
information for the full refined sample of interactions in Table 2. In
what follows, we analyze a sample of 330 clear and 795 possible
interactions.
To construct a refined sample of mergers, we note that vi-
sual merger classifications have an additional source of subjec-
tive uncertainty. Unlike the galaxy-galaxy interaction identifica-
tions which are limited to clear major pairs, it becomes increas-
ingly difficult to distinguish between different types of mergers the
later one observes a merger remnant after the time of coalescence.
MNRAS 000, 1–25 (2016)
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Figure 2. Top: Distribution of angular separations for the subset of 1908
visually-classified pairs. Bottom: The fraction of pairs per 10-arcsecond
bin that have no spectroscopic data (blue), spectroscopic data for only one
galaxy (black), and spectroscopic data for each galaxy (red) are plotted as a
function of angular separation. The 55 arcsecond minimum separation (ver-
tical bold arrows) for placement of SDSS spectroscopic fibers on a single
plate (Blanton et al. 2003) produces increased redshift incompleteness in
pairs with decreasing angular separation.
The strong tidal distortions found in simulations of major Sp-Sp
collisions rapidly disappear once the merger coalesces into a sin-
gle spheroidal stellar mass distribution and dynamically relaxes.
For example, simulations by Feldmann et al. (2008) demonstrate
that both major and minor mergers between a variety of progenitor
types produce thin (cold) loop and tidal tail features typically as-
sociated with gas-rich major interactions. In short, it is impossible
using purely visual cues to make clear distinctions between a post-
merger galaxy resulting from a major encounter or from a recent
minor accretion onto a pre-existing early-type galaxy. Therefore,
we exclude peculiar and disturbed galaxies with a well-defined
spheroidal core and define our refined sample of 100 clear mergers
that exhibit the strong globally-disturbed morphologies of coales-
cence. The right panel of Figure 3 compares the stellar mass distri-
bution for the mergers against the total (Mstar,1 +Mstar,2) mass of
the major interactions. Mergers have a slightly smaller mean mass
than the full sample of interactions, which includes a tail of massive
E-E systems. We tabulate coordinates, masses and spectroscopic
redshift information for the full refined sample of mergers in Ta-
ble 3, and we display examples in Figure 4 that sample the stellar
masses and redshifts we probe.
We compare our combined merging and interacting sample to
catalogs produced using Galaxy Zoo. Darg et al. (2010) created a
catalog of 3003 visually-selected binary mergers (akin to our in-
teractions sample) with z≤ 0.1 from the SDSS DR6. A second re-
fined catalog of 97 post-mergers from the Galaxy Zoo efforts was
produced by Ellison et al. (2013). Taking into account differences
in sample selections, we find 773 Darg et al. pairs that overlap with
our parent sample of z ≤ 0.08 galaxies from SDSS DR4, with at
least one object in pairs having Mstar > 2× 1010 M. Our major
interaction classifications agree with 58% of these Darg et al. bi-
nary mergers. We visually examine all objects for which we dis-
agree and confirm that three-quarters are null pairs as described
in §2.1.1. We note that the remaining quarter have strong tidal fea-
tures, but 85% of these are clearly minor interactions/mergers, 10%
could be major mergers with mass ratios slightly in excess of 4:1,
and a handful (5 pairs) appear to be bonafide major interactions
with faulty mass ratios. Likewise, for the subset of 26 Ellison et al.
post-mergers that fall within our parent sample selection we find
nearly 60% agreement and confirm through visual inspection that
the remainder for which we disagree with their classification are
examples of inconclusive major merger identifications described in
the preceding paragraph; i.e., either plausible post minor mergers or
examples of the peculiar and disturbed galaxies we excluded from
our refined sample of major mergers.
2.2 SDSS Spectroscopic Emission Types
The SDSS fiber spectroscopy provides a reliable method of iso-
lating different galaxy types through emission-line analysis. We
collect all available SDSS DR7 spectroscopy for our sample and
use the MPA-JHU emission-line analysis (Kauffmann et al. 2003;
Brinchmann et al. 2004) to determine spectroscopic types where
available. We use these spectroscopic types throughout our analy-
sis.
As discussed in §2.1.2, the SDSS Main galaxy sample (Strauss
et al. 2002) has an overall completeness of 92% for spectroscopy
due to plate tiling to minimize fiber collisions (Blanton et al. 2003).
For our refined samples (see §2.1.3), the DR4 spectroscopic com-
pleteness is 76% for ongoing mergers and 91% for interacting pairs.
Of the interacting pairs, only 235 (21%) have SDSS spectroscopy
for both galaxies. These galaxy pairs have a median separation of
23 arcseconds. Sixty-six percent of interacting pairs have SDSS
spectroscopy for only one of the two galaxies (median pair separa-
tion of 16 arcseconds). The drop in completeness coincides with the
drop in median pair separation, confirming the predictions made by
McIntosh et al. (2008) (see §2.1.2). The remaining 106 interacting
pairs have no SDSS spectroscopic information for either galaxy.
For the subset of our sample with spectra, spectroscopic emis-
sion types were determined through MPA-JHU emission line flux
measurements from the SDSS fiber spectra (Kauffmann et al. 2003;
Brinchmann et al. 2004). We use the spectroscopic emission types
described in detail in McIntosh et al. (2014). Briefly, as shown
in Figure 5, HII (pure star-forming), Composite (combination of
SF and plausible AGN), and plausible AGN galaxies are deter-
mined using the criteria of Kauffmann et al. (2003) for galaxies
with emission detected at S/N ≥ 3 in the four lines of the stan-
dard BPT (Baldwin et al. 1981) diagram. LINERs are separated
from Seyferts using criteria from Schawinski et al. (2007). Spec-
troscopically quiescent (hereafter quiescent) galaxies are defined
as galaxies that lack detectable emission in all 4 BPT lines; i.e.,
these systems are non-star-forming and inactive. A small subset of
spectroscopic galaxies do not meet the criteria for BPT analysis
nor quiescent selection. These objects have either low-S/N in all
four BPT lines or strong (S/N > 3) emission in only [OII] and/or
Hα . Following Yan et al. (2006), we identify ’weak-LINER’ galax-
ies with high [OII]/Hα equivalent-width ratios and strong emission
in both lines, and weakly star-forming objects with low [OII]/Hα
ratios or no detectable [OII] line flux. We find that these galaxies
make up 13% and 12% of the LINER and star-forming populations,
respectively. Throughout our analysis, we consider only Seyferts to
be clear AGNs since recent work shows that many LINERs are
not ionized exclusively by a central source (Annibali et al. 2010;
Kehrig et al. 2012; Yan & Blanton 2012).
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Table 2. Basic data for the primary and companion galaxies in visually-identified major interactions. Columns: (1,7) DR4 NYU-VAGC identification numbers
from Blanton et al. (2005) or SDSS objID; (2,3,8,9) epoch J2000.0 celestial coordinates; (4,10) stellar masses; (5,11) spectroscopic redshifts compiled by
Yang et al. (2007); and (6) visual interaction type, either I (clear) or I? (possible). In addition to SDSS redshifts, we include spectroscopic redshifts from
Colless & et al. (2dF, 2001), Saunders et al. (PSCz, 2000), and de Vaucouleurs et al. (RC3, 1991). For the subset of galaxies without spectroscopic data from
these sources, a thorough search of NED was performed and published spectroscopic redshifts are given with their associated reference code in parenthesis
as follows: (a)Karachentsev et al. (1985), (b)Peterson et al. (1986), (c)Owen et al. (1988), (d)Sharples et al. (1988), (e)Willick et al. (1990), (f)Batuski et al.
(1991), (g)Beers et al. (1991), (h)Fairall et al. (1992), (i)Hickson et al. (1992), (j)Davoust & Considere (1995), (k)Lu & Freudling (1995), (l)Fisher et al. (1995),
(m)Marzke et al. (1996), (n)Shectman et al. (1996), (o)Keel (1996), (p)Small et al. (1997), (q)Wu et al. (1998), (r)Theureau et al. (1998), (s)da Costa et al.
(1998), (t)Hill & Oegerle (1998), (u)Barton et al. (1998), (v)Zabludoff & Mulchaey (1998), (w)Slinglend et al. (1998), (x)Grogin et al. (1998), (y)Huchra et al.
(1999), (z)Wegner et al. (1999), (aa)Falco et al. (1999), (ab)Wegner et al. (2001), (ac)Kopylova & Kopylov (2001), (ad)Xu et al. (2001), (ae)Koranyi & Geller
(2002), (af)Rines et al. (2002), (ag)Miller et al. (2002), (ah)Cappi et al. (2003), (ai)Miller & Owen (2003), (aj)Davoust & Contini (2004), (ak)Francis et al.
(2004), (al)Gronwall et al. (2004), (am)Rines et al. (2004), (an)Mahdavi & Geller (2004), (ao)Springob et al. (2005), (ap)Woods et al. (2006), (aq)Papovich
et al. (2006), (ar)Yagi et al. (2006), (as)Jones et al. (2009), (at)Cava et al. (2009), (au)Domingue et al. (2009), (av)Kirshner et al. (1983). Stellar masses were
recomputed for these objects. This table is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its
form and content.
Primary Galaxy Companion Galaxy
ID1 RA1 Dec1 logM?,1 z1 Type ID2 RA2 Dec2 logM?,2 z2
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
nyu265583 00:05:11.71 +15:38:46.2 11.12 0.054 I nyu265582 00:05:11.42 +15:38:22.4 10.77 na
nyu248469 00:05:58.00 −09:21:17.8 10.88 0.065 I nyu248468 00:05:57.46 −09:21:28.3 10.83 na
nyu98607 01:24:08.10 +14:02:04.1 11.29 0.056 I? nyu98608 01:24:08.86 +14:02:05.4 10.84 0.054(u)
Table 3. Basic data for visually-identified major mergers. Columns: (1) DR4 NYU-VAGC identification number; (2,3) epoch J2000.0 celestial coordinates;
(4) stellar mass; (5) spectroscopic redshift; and (6) the redshift source (see Table 2 for details). For the handful of mergers without spectroscopic data from
these sources, a thorough search of NED was performed and published spectroscopic redshifts are given with their associated reference. Stellar masses were
recomputed for these objects. This table is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the journal. A portion (for the mergers in Fig. 4) is shown here
for guidance regarding its form and content.
ID RA Dec log(M?/M) z Redshift source
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
nyu653943 12:22:57.73 +10:32:54.0 10.69 0.026 SDSS
nyu818219 14:45:45.12 +51:34:51.2 11.02 0.030 SDSS
nyu365737 09:17:02.03 +50:02:44.8 10.53 0.033 PSCz
nyu819603 13:44:42.15 +55:53:13.8 10.82 0.037 PSCz
nyu616155 12:30:40.31 +51:08:14.8 10.74 0.045 SDSS
nyu238112 23:56:26.52 −11:05:09.5 11.29 0.044 SDSS
nyu543552 12:17:02.91 +56:08:29.3 10.46 0.052 SDSS
nyu448243 22:12:03.50 −07:34:44.2 11.35 0.054 SDSS
nyu918025 11:36:38.57 +42:12:35.0 10.51 0.065 SDSS
nyu848392 13:21:18.70 +12:12:46.7 11.46 0.061 SDSS
nyu451351 20:38:48.55 −00:13:34.9 10.74 0.078 SDSS
nyu823220 14:24:59.77 +54:31:06.5 11.02 0.075 SDSS
2.3 WISE Photometry
To identify dust-obscured AGNs, we use infrared colors from WISE
observations. WISE is a 40-cm infrared space telescope funded by
NASA and launched in December of 2009 (Wright et al. 2010). The
WISE All-Sky Survey covered more than 99% of the sky with sen-
sitivities more than 100 times better than the InfraRed Astronom-
ical Satellite (IRAS) in the 12 micron band. We use data from the
WISE All-Sky Source Catalog 3. This catalog contains positional
and photometric information for over 563 million objects detected
in the WISE images. We matched the sample from §2.1.3 to the
WISE All-Sky catalog to obtain profile-fit magnitudes in four in-
frared channels: 3.4 µm (W1), 4.6 µm (W2), 12 µm (W3), and
3 WISE data and documentation are available at
http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/Missions/wise.html
22 µm (W4) (Wright et al. 2010). These bands have minimum 5σ
point source sensitivities of 0.008, 0.11, 0.8, and 6 mJy, respec-
tively (Jarrett et al. 2011). The angular resolution of the first three
bands (W1, W2, W3) is ∼ 6 arcsecond, while the 22 micron band
(W4) has an angular resolution of ∼ 12 arcsecond. All WISE mag-
nitudes are in the Vega system.
We search the WISE All-Sky Source catalog for galaxy co-
ordinate matches using a 15 arcsecond search radius centered on
the SDSS coordinates. Many SDSS-WISE studies use a 3 arcsec-
ond coordinate match (Donoso et al. 2012; Shao et al. 2013; Yan
et al. 2013); Donoso et al. (2012) find that the overall SDSS-WISE
false detection rate drops to 0.05% below the 3 arcsecond toler-
ance. However, we find that close projected pairs in our interaction
and possible interaction subsets require closer scrutiny. Because of
the WISE 6 arcsecond resolution, it is necessary to check the co-
ordinate matches of each interacting galaxy with a pair separation
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Figure 3. Left: For interactions, the stellar mass ratio of the system versus the stellar mass of the primary (most massive) galaxy. The vertical dashed line at
Mstar,1 > 2× 1010 M represents the stellar mass cutoff for this sample. The horizontal dashed line at a stellar mass ratio of four represents the stellar mass
ratio cutoff for a major interaction. Right: Stellar mass distribution for the full sample. Ongoing mergers are shown in light blue. The total stellar mass of the
interacting pairs (Mstar,1 +Mstar,2) is shown in dark blue. The vertical dashed line at Mtotal > 2×1010 M represents the stellar mass cutoff for this sample.
nyu616155
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Figure 4. Examples of major mergers spanning six ∆z= 0.01 redshift bins between 0.02 < z≤ 0.08. Examples are selected from the subset with spectroscopic
redshifts near the 25% and 75%-tile of the mass distribution for each redshift bin. All images are fixed physical size (60 kpc× 60 kpc) cutouts of gri-combined
color images with fixed sensitivity scaling downloaded from the SDSS Image List Tool. Each image includes the DR4 NYU-VAGC identification number,
spectroscopic redshift (lower left), and (g− r)-derived stellar mass (lower right, log10(M) units).
below that limit. We determine galaxy matches based on closest
match to the SDSS coordinates provided by the master catalog. We
check all galaxies with a pair separation of less than 10 kpc, marked
by a vertical solid black line in Figure 6, as well as all galaxies
with a separation between the SDSS and WISE coordinates greater
than 3 arcsecond, marked by the horizontal dashed black line. We
eliminate one interacting pair and 157 individual galaxies from the
sample for having no WISE data, usually owing to a nearby object,
like the companion galaxy, being detected instead, as shown by red
squares in Figure 6. Examples of galaxies removed from the sam-
ple for this reason are shown in Figure 7. In most of these cases,
the fainter companion, such as an early-type galaxy, is undetected
by WISE. In addition to checking for accurate galaxy identifica-
tions, we cut twenty interacting pairs and thirty individual galax-
ies flagged as a spurious artifacts (cc flags) in the WISE catalog,
as done in Stern et al. (2012). We note that only the pair galaxy
undetected in WISE is removed from the sample; this leaves 200
interacting pairs with only one WISE detection. We reclassify 32
galaxy interactions as ongoing mergers, meaning that both galaxy
nuclei fall within the 6 arcsecond radius of a single WISE detection
(examples shown in Figure 8). As shown in Figure 8, many of these
systems meet the requirements of an ongoing merger, described
in §2.1, and may have been misclassified. Rather than eliminating
these systems from the sample, we add them to the ongoing merger
sample and note that because the WISE detection is split between
the two nuclei (and doesn’t necessarily contain the full nucleus of
each) it may be missing some of the flux from the system. We also
remove three complete galaxy pairs, ten primary detections, and
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Figure 5. BPT Diagram (Baldwin et al. 1981) for the interacting and merg-
ing subset with spectroscopic data and emission detected in all four lines.
Star-forming galaxies are shown as blue circles, Composite galaxies as grey
diamonds, LINER as green squares, and Seyfert galaxies as pink stars. The
dashed curve between star-forming and Composite galaxies is from Kauff-
mann et al. (2003). The solid curve is from Kewley et al. (2001) and shows
the theoretically derived division between Composite galaxies (some SF)
and plausible AGNs. The additional line between the Seyfert and LINER
populations is from Schawinski et al. (2007).
nine companion detections for double-counting. Our sample con-
tains a subset of ’triple pairs’ (interaction systems containing three
or more interacting galaxies). While designated as individual pair
systems in our parent catalog, we limit our WISE data to only ac-
count for each galaxy once, whether it is listed in a second pair or
not.
After these cuts, the final interaction sample with WISE data
consists of 307 interacting pairs and 762 possibly interacting pairs.
Of these, 224 interactions and 645 possible interactions have WISE
detections for both galaxies, 83 interactions have only one detec-
tion, and 117 possible interactions have only one detection. This
gives a final sample of 1069 interacting pairs and 130 ongoing
mergers (including the reclassified interactions). The WISE All-Sky
Source catalog requires a signal-to-noise ratio of five in at least one
band for any source included. We find that for our sample, all galax-
ies have a SNR ≥ 4 in both the 3.4 and 4.6 micron bands, which
are the critical bands for detecting obscured AGNs (Jarrett et al.
2011; Assef et al. 2013; Donoso et al. 2014). These cuts leave a
final merger sample completeness of ∼ 98%. Our full interaction
sample (interactions and possible interactions) completeness is ∼
89%, a significantly lower completeness than expected. The close-
ness of pairs in an interaction affects the completeness, as discussed
above and seen in Figures 6 and 8.
3 WISE COLOR ANALYSIS
To test for a connection between dusty AGNs and merging or in-
teracting galaxies, it is necessary to use a wavelength regime unaf-
fected by dust attenuation in the center of these galaxies. Energy
from an AGN emitted emitted at X-ray wavelengths can be ab-
Figure 6. Separation between the SDSS and the closest WISE detection co-
ordinates for all pair galaxies versus separation between the primary and
companion galaxies for interacting and possibly interacting galaxies. Grey
circles represent galaxies with good WISE detections. Blue triangles show
galaxies removed from the sample for contamination flagging. Galaxies re-
moved from the sample for coordinate mismatches are shown as red squares
(see Figure 7 and text for details). Pairs with both nuclei contained in a sin-
gle 6 arcsecond WISE detection radius are reclassified as mergers and are
shown in the figure as green stars (see examples in Figure 8). Galaxies that
fell below 10 kpc in pair separation (solid vertical line) or above 3 arcsec-
ond in coordinate matching (dashed horizontal line) were checked in SDSS
for correct location and flagged or removed from the sample as necessary.
sorbed by gas and dust in the galaxy and reemitted in the mid-IR
(Sanders et al. 1989; Pier & Krolik 1992), making mid-IR AGN se-
lection a valid candidate for isolating dusty AGNs. Analysis of the
WISE [3.4]−[4.6] vs. [4.6]−[12] color-color space has been shown
to be an effective method of distinguishing galaxy and AGN ac-
tivity among extended sources and separating high-redshift QSOs
from stars among point sources (e.g., Wright et al. 2010; Yan et al.
2013). In particular, this method is useful for isolating AGNs that
escape optical detection due to dust obscuration in the nucleus (Jar-
rett et al. 2011; Mateos et al. 2012; Assef et al. 2013; Gu¨rkan et al.
2014).
3.1 WISE Colors for Spectroscopic Types
The WISE infrared color-color space has been theoretically mapped
by galaxy classification based on simulated spectral energy distri-
butions (Wright et al. 2010). Here, we quantify the WISE color-
color space for different galaxy spectroscopic types. We use a con-
trol sample of 42,642 ‘normal’ (non-merging and non-interacting)
galaxies from the SDSS parent sample described in § 2 that have a
WISE detection within a 3 arcsecond coordinate match, a SNR ≥
4 in both the 3.4 and 4.6 micron bands, and no spurious detection
in the cc flag, and adequate spectral information for spectroscopic
type classification (see §2.2).
As shown in Figure 9, when the WISE [3.4]−[4.6] vs.
[4.6]−[12] colors are plotted for different spectroscopic types, the
majority of galaxies follow a roughly horizontal color continuum in
the [4.6]−[12] color from red and dead to star-forming, with little
change in the [3.4]−[4.6] color (Wright et al. 2010). Additionally,
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Figure 7. Examples of interaction galaxies removed from the sample because of a coordinate mismatch between SDSS and WISE. Pair identification numbers
(from the DR4 NYU-VAGC; Blanton et al. 2005), angular separations, and coordinate separation between the SDSS and WISE are given in the upper-right
corner of each image. All images are 51×51 arcsecond cutouts of gri-combined color images, centered on the WISE detection, downloaded from the SDSS
Image List Tool. “Searched” objects are the galaxies we attempt to acquire WISE data for and “WISE Detection” objects are the galaxy or object the WISE
catalog matches as the closest object to the searched coordinates. In the case of nyu646385-nyu646386, we also label the primary galaxy.
at redder [4.6]−[12] colors galaxies with increasing dust obscura-
tion extend vertically into very red [3.4]−[4.6] colors (Wright et al.
2010; Jarrett et al. 2011). Conceptually, the [4.6]−[12] color is a
measure of dust heating by SF. We can expect quiescent, non-star-
forming galaxies, to have low [4.6]−[12] colors because they lack
sufficient SF to heat the dust. The [3.4]−[4.6] color is representa-
tive of dust heating by an AGN (Jarrett et al. 2011). Thus galaxies
with a [3.4]−[4.6] color close to zero have no AGN component,
while galaxies rising above the continuum are more likely to host a
dust-enshrouded AGN. This is shown in the Seyfert population of
Figure 9.
In Figure 9, we show the WISE color-color space for the
five spectroscopic types: quiescent and star-forming, composite,
LINER, and Seyfert. As shown in the upper-left plot, the bluer
color-color space is occupied mostly by quiescent galaxies (shown
as red triangles) and star-forming galaxies (shown as blue circles)
are on the opposite, redder side of [4.6]−[12] color space. The
majority of quiescent and star-forming galaxies are separated by
[4.6]−[12]∼ 2.25, as can be seen by their 80th percentile ranges in
Table 4. Composite galaxies (grey diamonds), which are presumed
to be a combination of SF and AGN, span nearly the full range of
the continuum. LINER galaxies (green squares) span the contin-
uum, though few are found redder than [4.6]−[12] = 3.5. Seyfert
emission-line galaxies (shown as pink stars) span much of the con-
tinuum, yet a significant number of Seyfert galaxies fall above
the general continuum at redder (hotter) [3.4]−[4.6] colors. Above
[3.4]−[4.6] > 0.5, the population is dominated by Seyfert galax-
ies. This population of AGNs at redder [3.4]−[4.6] colors agrees
well with the qualitative predictions of Wright et al. (2010). Seyfert
galaxies falling above the continuum are likely to be dust-obscured,
Type-2 Seyferts.
3.1.1 WISE AGN Selection
Several studies have shown that WISE color-color analysis is an
effective method of isolating dusty AGNs from the general galaxy
population (Jarrett et al. 2011; Yan et al. 2013; Satyapal et al. 2014).
In the Seyfert panel of Figure 9, we highlight two AGN selection
methods. First, the dashed line represents [3.4]−[4.6] > 0.8, a cut
used by Stern et al. (2012), Assef et al. (2013), and Yan et al.
(2013) to distinguish Type-2 AGNs from the general population.
This straight cut also requires a WISE AGN to have [4.6] >15.2 to
eliminate possible contamination by high-redshift elliptical and Sbc
galaxies (Yan et al. 2013). We find that 57 – 74% of galaxies falling
above this line are classified as Seyferts. Throughout this study, the
errors on all numbers, fractions, and percentages are 95% binomial
confidence intervals, unless otherwise stated. Second, the outlined
box is defined using the criteria of Jarrett et al. (2011, hereafter J11)
to identify WISE AGNs:
2.2 < [4.6]− [12]< 4.2 (1)
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Figure 8. Example of galaxy-galaxy interactions reclassified as mergers for having a separation smaller than the angular resolution of WISE, or with a
WISE detection centered between the two galaxies. All images are 51×51 arcsecond cutouts of gri-combined color images, centered on the WISE detection,
downloaded from the SDSS Image List Tool. Pair identification numbers (from the DR4 NYU-VAGC; Blanton et al. 2005) and angular separations are given
in the lower-left corner of each image.
Table 4. WISE Color-Color locations of spectroscopic types based on the control sample of 42,642 normal high-mass SDSS galaxies described in § 3.1.
Columns (1) and (2): the emission type and total number of that emission type in the control sample. Columns (3) and (4): the [3.4]−[4.6] color median value
and 80th percentile range. Columns (5) and (6): the [4.6]−[12] color median value and 80th percentile range.
Type N [3.4]−[4.6] [4.6]−[12]
Median 80%-tile range Median 08%-tile range
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Quies 9413 0.02 -0.06 – 0.10 1.03 0.48 – 2.08
Composite 9704 0.11 -0.01 – 0.26 2.90 1.51 – 3.73
Star-forming 14323 0.16 0.06 – 0.26 3.50 2.73 – 4.02
LINER 7354 0.03 -0.06 – 0.12 1.72 0.82 – 2.76
Seyfert 1848 0.18 0.00 – 0.61 2.80 1.35 – 3.62
0.1× ([4.6]− [12])+0.38 < [3.4]− [4.6]< 1.7. (2)
As discussed in J11, this box is chosen to enclose Seyfert galaxies
and QSOs, while still lying above the star-forming galaxies at the
blue end of the spectrum; recent SF can also cause a dust reddening
effect. We find that 66 – 79% of galaxies falling in this box are clas-
sified as Seyfert galaxies. In Table 5, we show the results for each of
these selection methods, broken down by spectroscopic types. We
find similar results with both methods. We also include the WISE
AGN selection method by Satyapal et al. (2014); a straight color cut
of [3.4]−[4.6] > 0.5. We find that 57 – 66% of galaxies selected us-
ing this method are emission-selected Seyfert galaxies, making it a
less robust, but still competitive, selection method.
For this analysis, we choose the selection method defined by
J11. As shown in Figure 9 and discussed above, this selection is
dominated by emission-line Seyfert galaxies, confirming the use
of the J11 box as a reliable method for isolating dusty AGNs. In-
deed, the Seyfert population is the only spectroscopic type to have
significant representation in the WISE AGN box. The majority of
Seyferts fall outside this cut, and are presumably unobscured, Type
1 Seyferts. In addition, Composite galaxies, which are defined to
be a combination of AGN and SF, make up around 13% of the J11
box. The remainder of the sources consist of LINER and HII galax-
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Figure 9. WISE [3.4]−[4.6] vs. [4.6]−[12] color-color plot for different galaxy spectroscopic types. In the upper-left, quiescent (red triangles) and star-
forming (blue circles) galaxies are plotted together to show the bimodality of the infrared color-color space. In the upper-right and lower-left, composite (grey
diamonds) and LINER (green squares) galaxies are shown to populate the full color-color continuum. In the bottom-right, Seyfert galaxies (pink stars) rise
above the continuum into hot dusty color-color space. The box is defined as “WISE AGN” by Jarrett et al. (2011) and is populated only by heavily obscured
AGN. The dashed line in the Seyfert panel at [3.4]−[4.6] > 0.8 is used by Yan et al. (2013) to distinguish Type-2 AGN.
Table 5. Dusty AGN fractions from analysis of [3.4]−[4.6] vs. [4.6]−[12] color-color plotting for a control sample of 42,642 normal high-mass SDSS galaxies
described in § 3.1 and split by spectroscopic type. Column (1): the galaxy emission type. Column (2): the percent of that emission type contained in the WISE
AGN box defined by J11. Column (3): the percent of that emission type contained in the Extended WISE AGN box defined in §3.1.2. Column (4): the percent
of that emission type above the [3.4]−[4.6] > 0.8 cut used by Yan et al. (2013). Column (5): the percent of that emission type above the [3.4]−[4.6] > 0.5 cut
used by Satyapal et al. (2014).
Type Dusty AGN Criteria
WISE AGN Ext. WISE AGN [3.4]−[4.6]> 0.8 [3.4]−[4.6]> 0.5
Jarrett et al. (2011) This work Yan et al. (2013) Satyapal et al. (2014)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Quies 0.00+0.04−0.00% 0.02
+0.06
−0.01% 0.01
+0.05
−0.01% 0.03
+0.06
−0.02%
Composite 0.26+0.12−0.09% 1.30
+0.24
−0.21% 0.21
+0.11
−0.08% 0.97
+0.21
−0.18%
Star-forming 0.07+0.06−0.03% 0.30
+0.10
−0.07% 0.08
+0.06
−0.04% 0.24
+0.10
−0.06%
LINER 0.22+0.13−0.09% 0.71
+0.22
−0.17% 0.19
+0.13
−0.08% 0.48
+0.18
−0.14%
Seyfert 7.41+1.29−1.10% 21.05
+1.92
−1.80% 4.87
+1.08
−0.89% 14.72
+1.69
−1.54%
ies (non-AGNs), which each make up around 14% of the population
in the J11 box. Because their WISE colors show clear dust signa-
tures, we suggest that their optical classification may be unreliable
and they may be mislabeled AGNs. In addition to providing the
color-color spaces of different emission types in WISE color space
and testing the validity of multiple WISE AGN cuts, we also use
our control population to examine the likelihood of a typical non-
merging, non-interacting galaxy being classified as a WISE AGN.
As shown in Table 6, the overall likelihood of a normal galaxy be-
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ing a WISE AGN is 0.38 – 0.51%. This result agrees well with the
control analysis done by Satyapal et al. (2014).
3.1.2 Extended WISE AGN Selection
We also use the control population to define a lower, more liberal
cutoff for the WISE AGN box used by J11. This extension is used
to include a population of galaxies that are presumably dustier than
the normal continuum but still lie below the J11 box, similar to
the lower cut of [3.4]−[4.6] > 0.5 used by Satyapal et al. (2014)
and the Spitzer [3.6]−[4.5] > 0.5 cut used by Ashby et al. (2009).
In Figure 10, we show the WISE colors for all spectroscopic types
from the control population. While the majority of Seyfert galaxies
do follow the common trend, a noticeable fraction of Seyfert galax-
ies rise above the continuum, but are not red enough at [3.4]−[4.6]
to fall in Region A, as a WISE AGN. We define this new region,
Region B, with Equation (2) from §3.1.1, and Equation (3) three-
tenths of a magnitude below. We find that 55 – 64% of galaxies
that fall in Region B are emission-line Seyfert galaxies. The re-
maining color space, containing the main locus of WISE galaxies is
labeled Region C. We combine Regions A and B into the Extended
WISE AGN box. Of the galaxies contained in the Extended WISE
AGN box, 58 – 68% are spectroscopically classified as Seyferts.
The remaining population in the Extended WISE AGN box is made
up mostly of Composite galaxies (∼ 21%) and LINERs (∼ 8%),
both of which are considered possible or partial AGN systems.
This high number of known AGNs and possible AGNs justifies this
Extended WISE AGN cut as a plausible means of isolating dusty
AGNs through WISE color-color analysis. In addition, we note that
∼ 99% of galaxies fall outside the Extended WISE AGN box. We
do note that some galaxies are red enough in [3.4]−[4.6] to be as-
sociated with Extended WISE AGNs, but lie outside the [4.6]−[12]
window. As explained in J11, this small [4.6]−[12] window is cho-
sen to leave out extreme starburst galaxies and dusty spiral galax-
ies. With this Extended WISE AGN cut, the likelihood of a normal
galaxy being a dusty AGN is 1.33 – 1.55% (see Table 6). Results for
this Extended cut for different spectroscopic types are summarized
in Table 5.
3.2 Incidence of Dusty AGNs in Mergers & Interactions
To compare the incidence of WISE AGNs among mergers and in-
teractions to the frequency among non-merging, non-interacting
(control sample) galaxies, we analyze the WISE [3.4]−[4.6] and
[4.6]−[12] colors of our sample of visually identified mergers and
interactions in Figure 11. We include identifications without SDSS
spectroscopic classification, shown as black x’s. The majority of
mergers and interactions follow the same general continuum of
WISE colors as the control sample in Figures 9 and 10, with galax-
ies of each emission type populating similar areas in the continuum
as the control population. Additionally, like in the control sample,
a small fraction of galaxies fall above the continuum and a handful
are found in the J11 WISE AGN box. Similar to the control sample,
a larger fraction of Seyfert galaxies fall above the continuum than
any other spectroscopic type. Of the Seyfert sample of 61 galax-
ies, 8 – 26% are defined as WISE AGNs from this analysis. This
analysis also identifies 14 new WISE AGNs, 5 of which were pre-
viously classified as LINERs (2) or Composite galaxies (3), and 9
that previously had no spectroscopic classification.
Statistics for the analysis of the merging and interacting sam-
ple are shown in Table 6. Of the sample, ∼ 2–9% of the ongoing
Figure 10. WISE [3.4]−[4.6] vs. [4.6]−[12] plot for 42,642 control galax-
ies. Emission types are denoted as in Figure 9. The black box is defined
as “WISE AGN” by J11. The lower box represents the boundary of the Ex-
tended WISE AGN box (see text for details). The median color errors for the
full control sample are given under the key. Regions for analysis of WISE
AGN are noted as follows: (A) WISE AGN selected by J11, (B) galaxies
falling in the extended region, and (C) all galaxies not contained in Regions
A or B.
mergers are classified as WISE AGNs. This is twice as high as the
interacting population (∼ 1–5%) and three times higher than the
possibly interacting population (∼ 1–2%). This result agrees well
with Ellison et al. (2013), who found that AGN occurrence in post-
merger galaxies is 3.75 times higher than in close pairs. When com-
pared to our control sample, the ongoing merger population is 5 –
17 times more likely to be a dusty AGN than a normal galaxy (inter-
action sample 2.6 – 4.9 times more likely). When our Extended cut
is used, the merger sample is 2 – 7 times more likely to be a dusty
AGN than a normal galaxy (interaction sample 2.9 – 4.2 times more
likely).
4 NATURE OF WISE AGNS IN MERGERS &
INTERACTIONS
In the previous section, we demonstrated a strong statistical con-
nection between dusty AGNs and galaxy merging, rather than a
connection between merging and all AGNs. Yet, the physical nature
of WISE AGNs has been sparsely studied, particularly in relation to
mergers and interactions. To test whether merging and interacting
WISE AGNs are unique, we compare key galaxy and pair property
distributions for this special subset of galaxies to those of merging
and interacting systems that are not WISE AGNs. For these com-
parisons, we use three subsamples of the merging and interacting
population throughout this section and illustrated by regions shown
in Figure 11 as follows: (i) WISE AGNs defined by the J11 criteria
(Region A), (ii) our more inclusive Extended WISE AGN selection
that includes additional presumably dusty systems (Regions A+B),
and (iii) a control sample consisting of all merging and interacting
galaxies not classified as Extended WISE AGNs, (Region C).
The vast majority of galaxies in Region C lack any sign of
warm dust heated by an AGN according to our WISE color analy-
sis but do include a subset of emission-line Seyfert AGNs. These
Seyferts are unobscured, and therefore are not an important popula-
tion for our dusty AGN-merger connection. We test for differences
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Figure 11. WISE [3.4]−[4.6] vs. [4.6]−[12] plot of interacting (left) and merging (right) galaxies. Spectroscopic types are denoted as in Figure 9 and shown
in the left panel. Black x’s represent mergers and interactions with no spectroscopic type. The black box is defined as “WISE AGN” by J11. The lower box
represents the boundary of the Extended WISE AGN box. The median color errors for the WISE AGN population and the full merging and interacting sample
are given in the right panel.
Table 6. Dusty AGN fractions from analysis of [3.4]−[4.6] vs. [4.6]−[12] colors for the merging and interacting sample with stellar masses Mstar > 2×
1010 M and redshifts 0.01 < z≤ 0.08. Columns (1) and (2): the galaxy morphology type and number of sample galaxies of that type. Column (3): the percent
of that morphology type contained in the WISE AGN box defined by J11. Column (4): the percent of that morphology type contained in the Extended WISE
AGN box defined in §3.1.2. Column (5): the percent of that morphology type above the [3.4]−[4.6] > 0.8 cut used by Yan et al. (2013). Column (6): the
percent of that morphology type above the [3.4]−[4.6] > 0.5 cut used by Satyapal et al. (2014).
Type N Dusty AGN Criteria
WISE AGN Ext. WISE AGN [3.4]−[4.6] > 0.8 [3.4]−[4.6] > 0.5
Jarrett et al. (2011) This work Yan et al. (2013) Satyapal et al. (2014)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
mergers 130 3.9+4.8−2.2% 5.4
+5.3
−2.8% 3.9
+4.8
−2.2% 9.2
+6.2
−3.9%
int. pair 307 2.3+2.3−1.2% 6.8
+3.4
−2.3% 2.0
+2.2
−1.1% 6.5
+3.3
−2.2%
poss. int. pair 762 1.3+1.1−0.6% 4.3
+1.7
−1.2% 0.7
+0.8
−0.4% 3.9
+1.7
−1.2%
control 42,642 0.44+0.07−0.06% 1.43
+0.12
−0.10% 0.32
+0.06
−0.05% 1.03
+0.10
−0.09%
using galaxy and pair properties (total stellar mass, stellar mass
ratio, and pair separation), environmental properties (dark matter
halo mass and central or satellite rank), and an SDSS color-color
based distinction between star-forming and quiescent galaxies. Ad-
ditionally, for the subset of merging and interacting galaxies that
are WISE and/or emission-line defined AGNs, we compare a mea-
sure of their accretion power. We note that we treat a pair of inter-
acting galaxies as a single entity throughout this section.
4.1 Galaxy & Pair Properties
The likelihood of finding an AGN in a merging or interacting sys-
tem has been found to depend on a variety of properties, including
stellar mass ratios (Ellison et al. 2011; Capelo et al. 2015), pair
separation (Ellison et al. 2011; Satyapal et al. 2014), and galaxy
stellar mass (Sabater et al. 2013). For our sample of high-mass,
low-redshift merging and interacting galaxies, we analyze the oc-
currence of WISE AGNs as a function of total stellar mass, stellar
mass ratio, and pair separation.
4.1.1 Total Stellar Mass
A correlation between AGNs and their host galaxy stellar mass has
long been known. Kauffmann et al. (2003) found that > 80% of
emission-line galaxies with Mstar > 1011 M meet the AGN classi-
fication in the BPT diagram; most of these are LINERs. The occur-
rence of radio-loud AGNs rises with increasing host galaxy stellar
mass (Best et al. 2005), while Sabater et al. (2013) found this to
be true for AGNs of any type. For our sample of mergers and in-
teractions, the relative stellar mass distributions (combined stellar
mass of primary and companion, Mstar,1 +Mstar,2 in the case of
interactions) are given in the left panel of Figure 12 for the three
subpopulations described above: WISE AGNs (Region A) in dark
blue, Extended WISE AGNs (Regions A+B) in hatched light blue,
and Region C as a grey outline. Binned in this way, the dusty AGNs
appear to have a higher occurrence at Mtotal . 1011 M compared
to Region C. To quantify this comparison, we make use of the two-
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test (Press et al. 1992), which
returns a probability (p-value) of two separate distributions being
statistically consistent with being drawn from the same parent dis-
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tribution. Thus, for each property we compute separate p-values
for the WISE and Extended WISE AGNs distributions each against
the Region C control sample. A small p-value in effect “proves”
to a 1− p significance level that two distributions are different (i.e.
rejects the null hypothesis that they are the same). For example,
p = 0.05 means that two distributions are statistically different at
the 95% level. We tabulate the percent difference significance lev-
els from the K-S tests in Table 7. The K-S tests show that the stel-
lar mass distributions of the WISE AGN and Extended WISE AGN
subsets are not statistically different from other mergers and inter-
actions. Therefore, whether or not a merging or interacting galaxy
is a dusty AGN does not appear to depend on stellar mass.
4.1.2 Stellar Mass Ratio
Simulations show that the stellar mass ratio between two interact-
ing galaxies has a strong effect on black hole activity (Capelo et al.
2015) and SF (Cox et al. 2008). Using hydrodynamic simulations,
Capelo et al. (2015) found that a lower stellar mass ratio (closer
to equal stellar mass) can produce a higher black hole accretion
rate. Similarly, Cox et al. (2008) found in simulations that both the
strength of a merger-driven starburst and the duration of the star-
burst can vary based on the stellar mass ratio of the merger progen-
itors. In the middle panel of Figure 12, we show the relative stel-
lar mass ratio (Mstar,1/Mstar,2) distributions for different interaction
subsamples. For each dusty AGN subset, we find higher frequen-
cies at lower mass ratios in agreement with theoretical predictions
and with a study of SDSS pairs (Ellison et al. 2011). Yet, we also
find that Region C interactions follow a similar trend. This may be
the result of a selection effect from the visual identification of inter-
actions based primarily on the presences of tidal features, which are
typically stronger in lower mass ratio systems. The K-S test results
show that stellar mass ratio distributions of the interaction subsets
are statically the same; thus, stellar mass ratio does not appear to
play a significant role in the occurrence of dusty AGNs among vi-
sually interacting galaxies.
4.1.3 Pair Separation
Observational studies have shown that the AGN occurrence in
galaxy pairs depends on the projected separation of the two galax-
ies. For example, Ellison et al. (2011) found that the AGN fraction
in galaxy pairs with dsep < 10 kpc is increased by a factor of ∼
2.5 over non-pair galaxies, while Satyapal et al. (2014) found that
the infrared AGN fraction in close pairs increases with decreasing
pair separation. In the right-hand panel of Figure 12, we show the
relative pair separation distributions for different interaction sub-
samples. For each subset, including Region C, the frequency peaks
at pair separations dsep < 20 kpc, with the Extended WISE AGN
subpopulation peaking at < 10 kpc. The K-S test result for the Ex-
tended population shows a difference from the Region C control
at a 2-sigma significance, suggesting that pair separation may play
an important role in the occurrence of dusty AGNs in our sample
of interacting galaxies. Our results imply that dusty AGNs prefer
hosts in pairs with smaller separations compared to other interac-
tions, in agreement with Satyapal et al. (2014) and in accord with
previous studies of AGNs in pairs (Ellison et al. 2011, 2013). Phys-
ically, smaller pair separations should drive stronger torques that
will bring more gas to the nucleus of each galaxy and, ultimately,
the post-merger remnant (Mihos & Hernquist 1996). Given that the
visual identification of interactions is more likely to pick pairs with
small projected separations owing to the increased likelihood of
stronger tidal features at pericentric passage, the 2-sigma difference
from Region C interactions is noteworthy. As the WISE AGNs (Re-
gion A) are a subset of the Extended subpopulation (Region A+B),
we speculate that a larger sample of WISE AGNs may also show a
significant difference from Region C interactions. We test this idea
by performing a number of K-S tests on pairs of distinct, but over-
lapping Gaussian distributions with sample size N = 22 and find
that only half of the time does this test return a difference more
significant than 2-sigma.
4.2 Environmental Properties
The environment of a galaxy can impact its properties. For exam-
ple, depending on the mass of a galaxy’s dark matter halo, virial
shock heating can heat the halo gas (Keresˇ et al. 2005; Dekel &
Birnboim 2006), preventing it from collapsing to the center of the
galaxy and accreting onto the black hole. We use the SDSS DR4
galaxy group catalog described in detail in Yang et al. (2007) to
examine whether or not the occurrence of dusty AGNs in galaxy
mergers and interactions depends on group halo mass or cen-
tral/satellite designation.
The group catalog consists of environmental parameters for
over 80,000 groups, complete for bright galaxies (r ≤ 18 mag) in
the NYU-VAGC at redshifts 0.01 ≤ z ≤ 0.20. For this study, we
use the following properties: (i) the galaxy rank within its halo
based on highest stellar mass, with most massive ranked as cen-
tral (CEN) and all less massive galaxies ranked as satellite (SAT);
and (ii) an estimate of the dark matter halo mass Mhalo of the host
group, which is computed by ranking groups in terms of character-
istic stellar mass and applying halo occupation statistics in the as-
sumed ΛCDM cosmological model. We note that using either stel-
lar masses or luminosities to define the group properties does not
affect our results. For galaxy groups with z ≤ 0.08, the Yang et al.
(2007) catalog is complete for halos with Mhalo > 1011.78 M.
4.2.1 Halo Mass
In Figure 13, we show the relative group halo mass distributions for
the three subpopulations described previously. For each, we sepa-
rately highlight the CEN subsample. We find that the WISE and
Extended WISE AGN subpopulations are found mostly in small
groups with Mhalo < 1013 M. In contrast, a fair fraction of Region
C mergers and interactions reside in larger groups, although their
numbers drop sharply for cluster-sized halos (Mhalo > 1014 M) in
which velocity dispersions are too high for mergers to occur fre-
quently (Brodwin et al. 2013), and the mergers that do occur in
such environments tend to be dry and involve the central galaxy
(McIntosh et al. 2008). If we consider only the CEN subsets, the
fraction found in low-mass halos increases for all three subpopula-
tions. The K-S test results (see Table 7) show that the overall and
CEN-only Extended WISE AGNs differ from the Region C control
at 98% significance, suggesting that halo mass plays an important
role in the occurrence of dusty AGNs in mergers and interactions.
As with the pair separation K-S test results in § 4.1, we speculate
that a larger sample of WISE AGNs may result in a more significant
difference from the Region C sample than we report in Table 7.
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Figure 12.Relative frequency distributions of interacting and merging galaxies for total stellar mass (for interactions, Mstar,1+Mstar,2) in units of log10 (M/M)
(left), stellar mass ratio (middle), and projected pair separation in kpc (right). WISE AGNs are given in dark blue and Extended WISE AGNs are given in light
blue hatching. The subsample of merging and interacting galaxies not classified as Extended WISE AGNs is given as a grey outline. For stellar mass ratio and
pair separation, only systems classified as interacting pairs are considered.
Table 7. Merging and Interacting Dusty AGNs versus Non-Dusty AGNs Property Comparison. K-S test p-values for the merging and interacting subsamples
of WISE AGNs and Extended WISE AGNs. Column (1): the galaxy or pair property distribution tested. Columns (2) and (3): the number of galaxies in the
property distribution for Region C and the median value of the Region C distribution for the property in units of log10 (M/M) for stellar and halo mass,
and kpc for pair separation. Column (4): the number of WISE AGN galaxies in the property distribution. Column (5): the median value of the WISE AGN
distribution for the property in units of log10 (M/M) for stellar and halo mass, and kpc for pair separation. Column (6): two-sided K-S probability (i.e. 1− p),
expressed as a percentage, that the WISE AGN and Region C distributions of a given property were not drawn from the same parent sample. Column (7): the
number of Extended WISE AGN galaxies in the property distribution. Column (8): the median value of the Extended WISE AGN distribution for the property
in units of log10 (M/M) for stellar and halo mass, and kpc for pair separation. Column (9): two-sided K-S probability, expressed as a percentage, that the
Extended WISE AGN and Region C distributions of a given property were not drawn from the same parent sample.
Galaxy Property Region C WISE AGN Ext. WISE AGN
Number Median Number Median (%)diff Number Median (%)diff
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Stellar Mass 1138 11.02 22 10.96 44.28 61 10.96 91.35
Mass Ratio 1015 1.90 17 1.90 37.20 54 1.88 65.15
Pair Sep. 1015 19.82 17 25.62 86.36 54 19.82 95.55
Halo Mass 1137 12.79 22 12.42 85.85 60 12.57 98.34
Halo Mass (CEN) 888 12.63 18 12.39 90.69 48 12.42 98.03
4.2.2 Central Fraction
We find a similarly high CEN fraction (∼ 80%) for mergers and
interactions in all three subpopulations, which could suggest that
this ranking does not play a role in the occurrence of WISE AGNs.
Yet, we find that 90+5−9% of WISE and Extended WISE AGNs that
are CENs reside in < 1013 M groups compared to only 73+1−2%
for Region C. This is consistent with theoretical calculations that
predict gas can continue to accrete efficiently to the centers of such
halos (Keresˇ et al. 2005, 2012; Nelson et al. 2013) and, thereby,
feed supermassive black hole growth. Additionally, the small num-
ber of SAT systems with a dusty AGN that are found in larger ha-
los may mark the dynamical centers of low-mass subhalos that the
group finder cannot identify (McIntosh et al. 2008), but in which
gas accretion would still be very efficient. In terms of environment,
the most likely scenario is that merger-driven dusty AGNs occur
only at the centers of small groups, which are expected to have
sufficient gas supply to support the significant central star-forming
event needed to produce the enhanced dust obscuration.
4.3 Star-forming Fraction
Bursts of new SF are theoretically tied to galaxy merging (e.g., Cox
et al. 2008) and have been observationally linked to mergers and in-
teractions (Kennicutt et al. 1987; Barton et al. 2000; Lambas et al.
2003; Alonso et al. 2004; Ellison et al. 2008, 2011). Moreover, an
association between younger stellar populations, presumably from
recent or ongoing SF, and more powerful AGNs is known (Kauff-
mann et al. 2003). Thus, in this section we test whether the occur-
rence of dusty AGNs in mergers and interactions is associated with
SF.
For this analysis, we use SDSS (u− r) versus (r− z) colors to
distinguish passive (non-star-forming) galaxies from star-forming
systems following Holden et al. (2012) and McIntosh et al. (2014)
for the subset of our sample with SDSS spectroscopy (see § 2.2).
This urz method is analogous to using rest-frame UV J data to sepa-
rate optically red passive galaxies from dust-reddened star-formers
(e.g., Labbe´ et al. 2005; Williams et al. 2009). Thus, this method is
advantageous for identifying star-forming galaxies over fiber spec-
troscopic emission types (§ 2.2) that may be impacted by nuclear
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Figure 13. Relative frequency distribution of halo mass for the following subsamples of merging and interacting galaxies: Region C (left, grey), WISE AGNs
(middle, dark blue), and Extended WISE AGNs (right, light blue). For each plot, the orange-hatched regions represent the subset of that halo mass bin with
centrally located galaxies.
obscuration. We note that this method is only indicative of star for-
mation and does not test the amount of star formation. The (u− r)
and (r− z) colors are based on SDSS model magnitudes corrected
for Galactic extinction and K+evolution corrected to z = 0, as de-
scribed in detail in McIntosh et al. (2014). In Figure 14, we show
the urz color-color plane for three merging/interacting subpopu-
lations. For interactions, we define the pair to be star-forming if
at least one of the galaxies is found in the star-forming region of
the urz plane; i.e., mixed pairs are considered star-forming. The
vast majority of WISE (72 – 97%) and Extended WISE (78 – 94%)
AGNs in merging or interacting galaxies are star-forming accord-
ing to urz colors. These high fractions imply a strong connection
between dusty AGNs and SF in merging and interacting galaxies.
Only 55 - 61% of Region C galaxies fall in the star-forming re-
gion. We note that, because this method indicates the overall galaxy
color, the contamination from nuclear emission is negligible for
obscured AGNs (which would appear red in the optical) and non-
AGNs. For the subsample of unobscured AGNs (Seyferts in Region
C), the nuclear emission could push them into the star-forming re-
gion, making our fraction of Region C galaxies in the star-forming
region an upper-limit.
A significant fraction of the dusty AGN subpopulations in Fig-
ure 14 have optically blue colors and, thus, unobscured ongoing or
recent SF in contrast with their obscured nuclear activity 4. To ex-
plore this further, we adopt a (u−r) = 2.25 cut (dashed line) to sep-
arate blue from dusty star-forming colors. This selection isolates a
population of dusty AGNs (with a dust-reddened nucleus) that are
also very blue in the optical. We explore this seemingly contra-
dictory relationship in Figure 15, in which we compare examples
of dusty AGNs with optically blue (blue box) and red (red box)
colors. We find that dusty AGNs with blue (u− r) colors clearly
have unobscured regions of SF along with very dusty cores, while
optically-red dusty AGNs do not. This illustrates how a galaxy can
be optically blue, but still host an obscured (optically-red) central
AGN.
4 McIntosh et al. (2014) found that the passive locus extends a bit past the
passive (u− r) = 2.25 boundary and contains recently-quenched galaxies.
Figure 14. SDSS (u− r) vs. (r− z) colors for interacting and merging sys-
tems. Subsamples are denoted as follows: WISE AGNs are shown as dark
blue squares, Extended WISE AGNs as light blue squares, and Region C as
small grey x’s. The urz colors are based on SDSS Model magnitudes (see
text for details). The solid lines by Holden et al. (2012) define the bound-
ary between passive and star-forming systems. We adopt the dashed line to
separate optically blue star formers (below) from star-forming galaxies with
dust (above). The error bars in the lower right corner are the median color
errors for the WISE AGN subsample.
4.4 [OIII] Luminosity as an Indicator of AGN Power
The [OIII] λ5007 emission line is the strongest emission line in a
typical Type-2 (obscured) AGN, is less contaminated by SF than
other optical emission lines, and its luminosity is commonly used
as a measure of the strength of nuclear activity (Kauffmann et al.
2003; Heckman et al. 2004). Toba et al. (2014) found that Type-2
AGNs also identified as WISE AGNs have typically larger L[OIII]
/ Hβ values than Type-2 AGNs not identified as WISE AGNs.
Similarly, Satyapal et al. (2014) performed a study on close pairs
of galaxies and found that a majority of the most powerful opti-
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Figure 15. Examples of WISE AGN/Ext. WISE AGN mergers and interactions plotted in Figure 14. All images are 100× 100 kpc cutouts of gri-combined
color images, centered on the WISE AGN, downloaded from the SDSS Image List Tool. Images outlined in red are centered on a galaxy with dusty urz
star-forming colors, while images outlined in blue are centered on galaxies with (u− r) < 2.25 colors. Galaxy identification numbers are given in the lower
left corner of each thumbnail (from the DR4 NYU-VAGC; Blanton et al. 2005), and the merger stage is given in the upper right corner (see §2).
cal AGNs are also classified as WISE AGNs, though it should be
noted that this population of optical AGNs also included LINERs,
which are controversial and weak AGNs at best (Annibali et al.
2010; Kehrig et al. 2012; Yan & Blanton 2012). To test whether or
not dusty AGNs are preferentially stronger than non-dusty AGNs
in merging and interacting galaxies, we compare the [OIII] lumi-
nosities of Region C emission-line Seyfert galaxies to those of our
WISE AGNs and Extended WISE AGNs.
We calculate luminosities of the [OIII] λ5007 line using fluxes
provided in the MPA-JHU spectroscopic catalog (see § 2.2). We
correct the [OIII] fluxes for dust within the host galaxy using
τλ ∝ λ−0.7 and assuming an intrinsic Balmer decrement Hα/Hβ
of 2.86 (Charlot & Fall 2000). Additionally, we remove a handful
of systems with [OIII] SNR < 10. In the left panel of Figure 16,
we plot the L[OIII] distributions for three subsamples of AGNs
in merging and interacting systems: WISE AGNs, Extended WISE
AGNs, and Region C emission-line Seyferts. The WISE AGNs and
Extended WISE AGNs appear to have slightly higher L[OIII] values
on average than the non-dusty Seyferts and, therefore, higher nu-
clear accretion rates. We perform K-S tests to compare both dusty
AGN subsamples to the Region C Seyfert subpopulation and find
statistically insignificant percent differences of 82% (WISE AGNs)
and 52% (Extended WISE AGNs), suggesting no strong connection
between AGN power and merging or interacting dusty AGNs.
If we restrict our K-S test comparisons to the CEN subsets
of each subpopulation, shown in the right panel of Figure 16, we
find a tentative 97% difference between WISE AGNs and Region
C Seyferts, suggesting a possible connection between AGN power
and central obscuration in mergers and interactions at the centers of
small dark matter halos. We note that we may not find as strong of a
trend between L[OIII] and WISE-detected AGNs as previous works
owing to the fact that we use only emission-line Seyferts, which are
unambiguous optical AGNs. The inclusion of LINERs, as done in
Satyapal et al. (2014), would shift the trend of the optical AGN to
the lower power side (shown by the dotted line in Figure 16), skew-
ing the results to make WISE AGNs appear preferentially stronger.
We also test the effect of the Seyfert population in Region C by per-
forming all K-S tests in § 4 with the Region C Seyferts removed.
We find no significant difference from the statistics presented in
Table 7.
5 THE DUSTY AGN-MERGER CONNECTION
We perform a simple test of whether or not highly disturbed galax-
ies and major pairs with indicators of tidal activity have an ex-
cess obscured-AGN frequency. The results presented in §3 and §4
raise several interesting questions about the merger process and the
AGN-merger connection. We find that merging (interacting) galax-
ies are 5 – 17 (2.6 – 4.9) times more likely to host a dusty WISE
AGN than a non-merging, non-interacting galaxy. These results are
similar for the four WISE-based dusty AGN criteria that we ex-
plore. This finding demonstrates a link between dusty AGNs and
galaxy merging, in agreement with a similar study done by Satya-
pal et al. (2014), who found that post-mergers are 10 – 20 times
more likely to host a dusty AGN than non-merging galaxies. Satya-
pal et al. (2014) studied close projected pairs and post-mergers with
z ≤ 0.2, using a different definition of WISE AGNs (see §3.1). In
general, a dusty AGN-merger connection is consistent with theo-
retical predictions of a link between gas-rich major mergers, AGNs
and central SF as outlined in the Introduction. A dusty AGN-merger
connection has been inferred in the literature (e.g., Hopkins et al.
2010) owing to the strong connection between ULIRGs and galaxy
merging first noted by Sanders et al. (1988). This connection is
observationally supported by the work of Kocevski et al. (2015),
who found that obscured AGNs are three times more likely to dis-
play merger or interaction signatures over unobscured AGNs. This
scenario naturally explains the studies that found no AGN-merger
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Figure 16. Relative frequency distribution of [OIII] luminosity for the following subsamples of merging and interacting galaxies: WISE AGNs (dark blue
solid), Extended WISE AGNs (light blue hatching), and Region C emission-line Seyferts (pink outline) selected by BPT analysis (see § 2.2 for details). The
dotted line represents the combined Region C Seyferts and LINERs. Black error bars are the 68 percent binomial confidence intervals for the Extended WISE
AGN population. Right: [OIII] luminosity distribution for subsamples described above that are CEN-ranked systems (see § 4.2).
link (Cisternas et al. 2011; Scott & Kaviraj 2014; Villforth et al.
2014), as these were at wavelengths incompatible with severe dust
attenuation (Alexander et al. 2001; Brandt & Hasinger 2005; Kar-
taltepe et al. 2010; Treister et al. 2010). Our results suggests that
many AGNs in merging galaxies may be missed due to nuclear ob-
scuration, in agreement with merger simulations that include the
impact of dust obscuration (Snyder et al. 2013) and IR observa-
tions (Goulding & Alexander 2009; Goulding et al. 2010; Treister
et al. 2010; Satyapal et al. 2014). In this section, we discuss the
frequency of nuclear obscuration in merging galaxies hosting an
AGN, the incidences of different AGNs to be hosted by a merger or
interaction, the likely physical reasons for why many AGNs are not
hosted by merging/interacting galaxies, and the role that SF plays
in the dusty AGN-merger connection. We also address the various
limitations of infrared color selection of AGNs.
5.1 How Common is Obscured AGN Activity in Mergers?
Studies done in the optical and X-ray may miss important AGN ac-
tivity due to dust attenuation in the galaxy (Papovich et al. 2004;
Goulding & Alexander 2009; Goulding et al. 2010). As predicted
in major merger simulations (Barnes & Hernquist 1991; Mihos
& Hernquist 1996) and demonstrated observationally (Haan et al.
2009), the gravitational torques in a merging pair cause gas in the
pair to lose angular momentum and fall to the nucleus of the sys-
tem, fueling new SF and AGN activity. The lack of a merger-AGN
connection in optical and X-ray studies begs the question: how
likely is the AGN to be obscured in a merging or interacting galaxy?
To answer this, we compute an obscured AGN fraction:
fobscured =
N(WISE AGN)
N(all AGN)
, (3)
where the numerator is the number of WISE AGNs in a given pop-
ulation and the denominator is the sum of WISE AGNs plus non-
WISE, emission-line Seyfert galaxies. We also calculate the ob-
scured AGN fraction based on the Extended WISE AGN popula-
tion. We present these fractions in Table 8 for merging, interact-
ing, and possibly interacting galaxies, as well as the control sample
described in §3.1. We find that an AGN in an ongoing merger is
2 – 6 times more likely to be obscured than an AGN of a non-
merging and non-interacting host galaxy. Galaxies that are clearly
interacting are nearly as likely as mergers to host a dusty AGN,
while the likelihood drops for possibly interacting galaxies that
may be simply chance projections of normal galaxies. When con-
sidering our less conservative Extended WISE definition of dusty
AGNs, the high obscured AGN fraction remains for merging and
interacting subsets compared to the control sample, but is not as
large as for WISE AGNs. We emphasize that fobscured is an estimate
based solely on WISE and SDSS identifications of AGNs, which
does not include other detections using shorter and longer wave-
lengths. Yet, this simple analysis shows that a large fraction (here
fobscured ∼ 50%) of AGNs in mergers and interactions are dusty
or at least partially obscured. This value is consistent with work
done by Treister et al. (2010). Coupled with the fact that merging
and interacting galaxies are significantly more likely to host a dusty
AGN, our results suggests that the major merging process typically
produces AGNs accompanied by substantial amounts of dust. This
is consistent with the idea that these mergers trigger fresh centrally-
concentrated SF that supplies the dust that obscures the AGN in op-
tical and X-ray surveys. We expand on the SF connection in § 5.4.
5.2 Which AGNs are Hosted by Mergers or Interactions?
We find a connection between merging/interacting galaxies and
dusty AGNs, which implies that galaxy merging produces such
AGNs. Yet, not all AGNs are dusty and not all AGNs are associated
with galaxy mergers and interactions, which suggests that other
physical processes besides galaxy merging can produce AGNs. For
example, Scott & Kaviraj (2014) studied the incidence of BPT-
selected AGN in merging galaxies and found no clear connec-
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Table 8. The fraction of AGNs that are obscured (”obscuration fraction”)
for the following populations given in Column (1): merging galaxies, in-
teracting pairs, possibly interacting pairs, and non-merging, non-interacting
control galaxies. Column (2): obscured AGN percentages for combining
the Seyfert population and WISE AGN population using the criteria defined
by J11. Column (3): obscured AGN percentages for combining the Seyfert
population and Extended WISE AGN population using the criteria defined
in §3.1.2.
Type WISE AGN Ext. WISE AGN
(1) (2) (3)
mergers 46+26−25% 58
+23
−26%
int. pair 37+22−18% 75
+12
−18%
poss. int. pair 23+14−10% 55
+12
−12%
control 9.9+1.4−1.3% 29.6
+2.0
−2.0%
tion. Here, we combine IR (WISE and Extended WISE) and opti-
cal (emission-line Seyfert) AGNs to find the fraction of different
AGN subpopulations that are hosted by a merger or interaction.
In Table 9, we tabulate the separate host merger and host interac-
tion fractions for WISE AGNs, Extended WISE AGNs, emission-
line Seyferts (including WISE AGNs), and combinations of each,
which we compare to the fractions among non-AGN galaxies. In
all cases, the fraction of AGNs that are hosted by a merging or in-
teracting galaxy is quite small (< 10%). Yet, we find that the dusty
AGNs are the most likely to be involved with galaxy merging; e.g.,
WISE AGNs are 4 – 16 (2 – 5) times more likely to be hosted by
a merger (interaction) than non-AGN galaxies. We find a similar
likelihood for Extended WISE AGNs. In contrast, the percentage of
mergers and interactions found in the Seyfert population is similar
to that found in the non-AGN population. Thus, while many AGNs
must be triggered by non-merging processes, dusty AGNs are much
more likely to be associated with merging activity than non-dusty
AGNs, which are just as likely to be hosted by normal galaxies as
by merging/interacting systems.
Owing to the strong association between dusty AGNs and
merging, we visually reinspected the images of 188 WISE AGNs
with normal (non-merging and non-interacting) classifications and
find that 15 ± 6% of this population are visually disturbed or show
signs of recent or ongoing merger or interaction (major or mi-
nor) activity; examples shown in Figure 17. Most of these galaxies
appear to be ongoing minor interactions (nyu27822, nyu592000,
nyu636555) or later-stage post-merger remnant ellipticals with dust
lanes (nyu818795 and nyu8110), which may be the result of minor
merging (Kauffmann et al. 2003; Kaviraj et al. 2009; Martini et al.
2013). The fact that a closer inspection of WISE AGNs reveals ad-
ditional examples with signs of recent tidal activity indicates that
the association between dusty AGNs and merging is stronger than
our results indicate, and that minor interactions may also trigger
dusty AGNs.
In addition to visually inspecting those control galaxies clas-
sified as dusty AGNs, we also visually inspect the subset of 1711
control Seyfert galaxies that are not classified as WISE AGNs, and
are presumably unobscured. We find that 1.2 – 2.5 % of these galax-
ies show signs of recent or ongoing minor mergers or interactions.
While this result further supports the AGN-merger connection, it
also illustrates a deeper connection between major mergers and
dusty AGNs, as demonstrated throughout this work. This discov-
ery also supports the hypothesis that merging (major or minor) is
not the cause of the majority of AGNs. We note that deeper data
could reveal a larger selection of merging or interacting galaxies in
Figure 17. Examples of Misclassified Control Galaxies in the WISE AGN
Population (described in §3.1). All images are 50× 50 kpc cutouts of gri-
combined color images, centered on the WISE AGN, downloaded from the
SDSS Image List Tool. The top six galaxies all show clear signs of merger
or interaction activity, including double nuclei and tidal features. The bot-
tom three galaxies are all candidates for a minor merger (nyu636555) or the
post-merger phase. The galaxy identification numbers for the galaxies are
provided (from the DR4 NYU-VAGC; Blanton et al. 2005).
our control sample, whose signatures of interaction are too faint to
detect in SDSS DR4 (Bessiere et al. 2012).
5.3 Why Do Most Mergers Lack an AGN?
While we find a clear dusty AGN-merger connection, we also find
that only 5 – 15 % of merging galaxies are classified as optical
Seyferts or WISE AGNs. Here, we explore several reasons for why
the majority of ongoing mergers lack an AGN.
First, our AGN selection criteria are based solely on optical
emission-lines and near-IR WISE colors, thus, we may be missing
some mergers that host AGNs that are detected only at other wave-
lengths. While studies comparing AGN detection at different wave-
lengths find some fraction of previously unidentified sources in one
passband compared to another, they find substantial overlap when
comparing identifications in the optical and X-ray (e.g., Grupe et al.
1999; Anderson et al. 2003), the X-ray and radio (e.g., Brinkmann
et al. 2000), and the optical and radio (e.g., Ivezic´ et al. 2002). By
using WISE we are accounting for dust obscuration which is the
strongest cause of missed AGNs in optical surveys (Goulding &
Alexander 2009), although Snyder et al. (2013) demonstrated that
significant dust can even obscure near-IR detections of very lumi-
nous AGNs during merging coalescence. Given these findings, we
do not expect the frequency of mergers hosting AGNs to be signif-
icantly higher than what we find, but we note that a thorough ac-
counting of merger-driven AGNs over a wide range of wavelengths
is needed to constrain this definitively.
Second, not all major galaxy-galaxy interactions are predicted
to produce an AGN. The simulations that predict AGNs in merg-
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Table 9. Fraction of merging and interacting systems for the following AGN populations given in Column (1): WISE AGN as defined by J11, the Extended WISE
AGN cut discussed in §3.1, emission-lineSeyfert galaxies, the WISE AGN population combined with Seyfert galaxies, the Extended WISE AGN population
combined with Seyfert galaxies, and all non-AGN systems. Column (2): the number (N) of galaxy systems contained in that population. Columns (3) and (4):
the percentage of an AGN population that consists of merging galaxies or interacting pairs, respectively.
Population N Merging Galaxies Interacting Pairs
(1) (2) (3) (4)
WISE AGN 210 2.38+3.07−1.36% 8.10
+4.48
−2.98%
Extended WISE AGN 673 1.04+1.09−0.54% 8.02
+2.30
−1.82%
Seyfert 1909 0.37+0.38−0.19% 2.83
+0.84
−0.66%
WISE AGN & Seyfert 1973 0.56+0.44−0.25% 3.19
+0.87
−0.69%
Ext. WISE AGN & Seyfert 2171 0.55+0.41−0.31% 4.05
+0.92
−0.75%
non-AGNs 41670 0.28+0.06−0.04% 2.35
+0.15
−0.14%
Figure 18. Examples of Misclassified Control Galaxies in the unobscured
Seyfert AGN Population. All images are 50 × 50 kpc cutouts of gri-
combined color images, centered on the unobscured AGN, downloaded
from the SDSS Image List Tool. All galaxies show signs of an ongoing mi-
nor merger or interaction. The galaxy identification numbers for the galax-
ies are provided (from the DR4 NYU-VAGC; Blanton et al. 2005).
ers (Volonteri et al. 2003; Di Matteo et al. 2005; Springel et al.
2005; Hopkins et al. 2008; Debuhr et al. 2011) require the presence
of gas, which can be funneled into the nucleus of the system by
gravitational torques (Barnes & Hernquist 1991; Mihos & Hern-
quist 1996). If the merger is dry (little to no gas), it is reasonable to
assume that a dusty AGN will not occur, which is consistent with
our finding that statistically zero WISE AGNs are hosted by pas-
sive mergers/interactions (§ 4.3). Even if gas is present, simulations
(Cox et al. 2008; Johansson et al. 2009) and observations (Haines
et al. 2015) have found that not all gas-rich mergers make a nuclear
starburst (and presumably a dusty AGN). Cox et al. (2008) showed
that an excess amount of gas can decrease the starburst efficiency in
a merger. If the starburst efficiency is decreased, and AGNs and SF
are thought to be intimately connected (Hickox et al. 2014), it may
be possible that too much gas can also decrease AGN efficiency.
Johansson et al. (2009) demonstrated that the nuclear black hole ac-
cretion rate decreases with increasing merger progenitor mass ratio;
i.e., 1:1 mergers will produce stronger AGNs than 4:1 mergers. It is
impossible to discern progenitor mass ratios for visually identified
‘train wreck’ mergers. Additionally, the orbital geometry can have
a large effect on gas dynamics in a merger, with coplanar mergers
having the highest gas inflow to the nucleus (Mihos & Hernquist
1996). In short, only idealized major encounters (finely-tuned gas
fraction, mass ratio, and orbital configuration of the merger pro-
genitors) produce the brief starbursts and dusty AGNs seen in sim-
ulations of the modern merger hypothesis such as presented in Fig.
1 of Hopkins et al. (2008). To give a quantitative constraint on the
number of mergers we would expect to fit this perfect scenario, we
look to our sample of 307 interacting pairs. Using urz star-forming
colors as an indicator of gas content and mass ratios less than two
(described in §2.1), we find that 11 – 19% of interacting pairs fit
the idealized case and should, in theory, produce an obscured AGN.
This number is higher than our WISE AGN merger sample would
suggest.
Yet another probable reason why the majority of mergers
lack AGNs is differences in the merger observability timescales
and AGN lifetimes. For example, depending on progenitor mass
ratio and gas fractions, the strong asymmetric features typically
used to identify major mergers at or near the time of coalescence
(i.e., our ongoing merger definition; see §2.1) have timescales that
range from ∼0.2–0.5 Gyr (Lotz et al. 2010b,a). In comparison,
AGN phase lifetime estimates range from 0.01–1 Gyr (Martini &
Weinberg 2001; Marconi et al. 2004) to as little as a repeating
∼ 105 years ‘AGN flicker’ (Schawinski et al. 2015). Given these
ranges of timescales it is, therefore, possible that all/most major
gas-rich mergers do produce AGNs if the AGN phase is typically
on order 10 times shorter than the merger observability time. But,
owing to our lack of knowledge about progenitor mass ratios, gas
content and orbits in our sample of visually identified mergers, it is
impossible to test this.
5.4 The Role of Star Formation in the Dusty AGN-Merger
Connection
We find that a high majority (72 – 97%) of merging/interacting
galaxies hosting a WISE AGN have urz star-forming colors. This
indicates a link between merging, SF, and the triggering of an ob-
scured AGN. This is consistent with the major merger simulations
by Hopkins et al. (2008) and others (Barnes & Hernquist 1991;
Mihos & Hernquist 1996), which predict that the gas brought into
the nucleus by gravitational torques in a gas-rich merger should
simultaneously fuel the production of new stars and accrete onto
the black hole. A natural consequence of the new SF would be
centrally-concentrated dust obscuration, the amount of which de-
pends on the rate of SF (Goulding et al. 2012). A sufficient amount
of dust obscuration will produce an infrared (IR) AGN. Assuming
that SF plays a critical role in obscuring AGNs hosted by merg-
ing/interacting galaxies, we test whether the incidence of dusty
AGNs is higher among star-forming mergers and interactions. We
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find no increase in the incidence of WISE AGNs in mergers over
the control sample (5 – 18 times). However, we find that the vast
majority of WISE AGNs are found in star-forming systems for both
merging or interacting galaxies and the control sample, confirming
that star formation in the host galaxy is intimately linked to infrared
AGNs, as other studies have found (e.g., Hickox et al. 2009; Snyder
et al. 2013).
Additionally, we repeat all of the K-S tests described in §4 to
test for the unique nature of urz-selected star-forming mergers and
interactions that host dusty AGNs. Specifically, for each property
we compare the WISE (Extended WISE) subset distribution against
that of the Region C control sample distribution using only star-
forming merging/interacting galaxies. We find no statistical differ-
ences for any of the properties explored except for a ∼3-sigma dif-
ference between the Extended WISE and Region C star-forming
systems in terms of pair separation, compared to the 2-sigma result
discussed in §4.1.3. As such, it appears that star-forming merging
or interacting galaxies that host dusty AGNs are not different from
others that lack a dusty AGN. This lack of difference could support
the idea that all star-forming merging and interacting galaxies have
a dusty AGN phase.
5.5 The Limitations of Infrared Color Analysis for Isolating
Merging AGNs
There are many AGN selection techniques across the wavelength
spectrum. While optical and ultraviolet can select unobscured
AGNs, they will often miss obscured sources (Alexander et al.
2001). The X-ray wavelengths are commonly regarded as the most
complete AGN selection method available, but X-ray surveys can
miss obscured AGNs (Alexander et al. 2001; Brandt & Hasinger
2005; Kartaltepe et al. 2010; Treister et al. 2010). In our search for
obscured AGNs, we choose to use an infrared color selection, as
many other studies have done (Jarrett et al. 2011; Stern et al. 2012;
Assef et al. 2013; Yan et al. 2013; Satyapal et al. 2014). While
the main advantage of the infrared is sensitivity to obscured AGNs
(Cardamone et al. 2008), it does have limitations. One downside
is the possible contamination of the mid-infrared bands from SF in
the host galaxy (Del Moro et al. 2016; Lange et al. 2016). Cold dust
emission from SF tends to dominate the far-IR, peaking in the 100 -
160 µm range, but the mid-IR bands can also be affected. Another
possible source of error that arises out of mid-IR AGN selection
is incompleteness of low-luminosity AGNs. The mid-IR color se-
lection techniques tend to preferentially select the brightest AGNs
(Cardamone et al. 2008), and miss a significant number of low-
luminosity sources. Using other selection methods could find this
missing population of low-luminosity AGNs in our sample, thus
strengthening our AGN-merger connection. However, the true ef-
fect of this bias cannot be accurately determined. Treister et al.
(2012) found that major mergers are tied only to the most lumi-
nous AGNs, thus we should expect this bias not from the data but
from the merger process. While we select use of the infrared to ac-
count for dust obscuration, Snyder et al. (2013) demonstrated that
significant dust can even obscure near-IR detections of very lumi-
nous AGNs during merging coalescence. All of these limitations
suggest that our merger-AGN rate is a lower limit, and would ben-
efit from the addition of X-ray and radio data for a full picture of
the AGN-merger connection.
Throughout this paper, we assume that WISE color AGN
selection should select obscured AGNs. From the major merger
model, which predicts high amounts of SF and therefore dust, we
also assume that the dust from SF acts as the obscuring material
in these special systems. We note that the AGN Unification Model
(Urry & Padovani 1995) describes AGN obscuration as a result of
the viewing angle; the torus around an AGN can obscure the AGN
itself. This would imply that obscured AGNs selected in this sam-
ple are not different from other AGNs due to merging, but rather
to viewing angle. However, recent work by Kocevski et al. (2015)
shows that the viewing angle of an AGN cannot be the only prop-
erty differentiating populations of AGNs, but cites a recent merger
event as a plausible source of differing AGN populations.
6 SUMMARY
We combine data from WISE and the SDSS to explore the relation-
ship between dust-obscured AGNs and galaxy mergers within the
context of the current major merger model (Volonteri et al. 2003;
Di Matteo et al. 2005; Springel et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. 2008;
Debuhr et al. 2011). We present a new, volume-limited (z ≤ 0.08)
catalog of visually-selected major mergers and galaxy-galaxy inter-
actions from the SDSS, with stellar masses Mstar > 2× 1010 M.
We use SDSS fiber spectroscopy diagnostics from the MPA-JHU
emission-line analysis (Kauffmann et al. 2003; Brinchmann et al.
2004) to map the locations of over 40,000 normal galaxies with dif-
ferent emission types from McIntosh et al. (2014) in the [3.4]− [4.6]
versus [4.6]− [12] color-color plane. We test multiple dusty AGN
selection methods and find that one-quarter of Seyferts have red-
der [3.4]− [4.6] colors than ∼ 99% of non-Seyferts. We use this
empirical criterion to define an ‘Extended’ WISE AGN selection of
dusty AGNs. We perform a simple test of whether or not highly
disturbed galaxies and major pairs with indicators of tidal activ-
ity have an excess obscured-AGN frequency. We use the normal
galaxies as a control sample against which we quantify the amount
of dusty AGN activity in mergers and interactions. We confirm a
dusty AGN-merger connection, consistent with the major merger
model by Hopkins et al. (2008) and others (Volonteri et al. 2003; Di
Matteo et al. 2005; Springel et al. 2005; Debuhr et al. 2011; Sny-
der et al. 2013), and observationally supported by Satyapal et al.
(2014), in which gravitational torques drive gas inflows to the cen-
ter of the merging system, feeding the AGN. Our key results are
summarized as follows:
(i) We find an excess of obscured AGN activity in merging
galaxies when compared to a control sample with the same red-
shift and stellar mass constraints, indicating that merging (inter-
acting) systems are 5 – 17 (3 – 5) times more likely to host an ob-
scured AGN compared with non-merging, non-interacting galaxies,
in agreement with Satyapal et al. (2014).
(ii) We find that mergers hosting a dusty AGN favor smaller
pair separations and smaller dark matter halo masses than other
mergers and interactions. We find that most dusty AGN mergers are
located at the centers of Mhalo < 1013 M groups; this relationship
also supports the Hopkins et al. (2008) major merger picture, in
which mergers favor halos at the small group scale.
(iii) We find that the vast majority of mergers hosting dusty
AGNs have star-forming SDSS urz colors. This connection is also
consistent with major merger models which predict heightened SF
at the time of the merger (and the concomitant AGN).
(iv) We find that AGNs also classified as ongoing mergers are
five times more likely to be obscured than AGNs in non-merging,
non-interacting galaxies. Half of all AGNs hosted by a merger are
dusty, suggesting that shorter wavelengths are inadequate in select-
ing AGNs in merging systems.
(v) We find no enhanced frequency of optical BPT-selected
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AGNs in merging over non-merging galaxies at this redshift, in-
dicating that the missed detection of dusty AGNs at optical and
shorter wavelengths is likely the reason for the ongoing AGN-
merger connection debate.
From this study, we find strong evidence in favor of the ma-
jor merger model, in which gas-rich mergers produce central bursts
of SF and fuel AGNs. The SF produces dust, which obscures the
AGN and reradiates in the thermal infrared. Because of this obscu-
ration, surveys at shorter wavelengths may see not only an incom-
plete picture of the merger-AGN connection, but are also biased
against measuring the true merger, SF, and AGN rates.
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